Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-33
June 2022

Article 100 Definitions – Remove reference to Article 625, shown in brackets, meaning it’s a
definition that applies in only one article, per 2.2.2.3.2 of the NEC Style Manual, in the definition
of Load Management. See Second Revision No. 8068.
Energy Management System has been mostly consolidated in Article 750 and covers both power
source management and load management in Section 750.30 titled Load Management. See
Second Revision No. 8070.
The term Load Management is used in subdivisions/sections 625.42A, 700.4B, 701.4C, 708.22 &
750.30, all in the same context, so reference to specifically Article 625 is inappropriate and it
should be a general definition. See Second Correlating Revision No. 9, Second Revision No. 7949,
SR-8007, and SR-8037.
I am not sure why Subdivision 220.42(B) was not included in the revisions.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 12
Certified Amending Motion 70-33
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 12 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and Second
Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code. The
revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and Correlating
Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards.
The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document Information
page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
The committee rejects this Certified Amending Motion.
COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT:
The relocation of the definitions to Article 100 required assigning those definitions to the
appropriate Code Making Panel (CMP) responsibility. During the First Draft Meetings, CMP 12
created a new definition for the term Load Management since the term did not exist in NFPA 70
and thereby the defined term was assigned to CMP 12. For all Articles under the purview of CMP
12, only Article 625 used this term. When the First Revision (FR 9386) was created, the defined
term indicated that Article in the definition. This designation means that the definition only
applies to Article 625 and everywhere else in the Code, the definition may not be applicable or
correct. CMP12 left that Article reference to ensure that the definition was developed for Article
625 was not forced on other Articles without a thorough review of the definition by those Code
Making Panels that are responsible for those Articles. The term was subsequently revised further
as part of a Second Revision (SR 8068) but the Article reference remains as it still only is
intended to apply to Article 625.

Respectfully submitted,
Joseph M. Bablo
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 12

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-38
June 2022

Article 210.8(A)(2) – exception waiving GFCI protection for dwelling unit garage EVSE
receptacles subject to “greater than 20A installed and labelled exclusively for EVSE" because:
1. The reasons for rejection including that the receptacle would be heavily used, but that does not
apply to fastened in place equipment to the extent it would portable equipment, and even that is
questionable as heavily used portable equipment would likely be replaced with fastened in place
equipment, or left in place, for convenience reasons;
2. For both portable and fastened in place equipment, the cord, per section 625.17 has to be hardservice or EVxx type;
3. the reason for rejection including that the receptacle could be used for other applications, but
that doesn't acknowledge the location will be a dwelling unit garage parking stall, the receptacle
type greater than 20 A, and it being labeled for EVSE only;
4. the reason for rejection including that the power-supply cord could drape to the floor, but that
doesn't acknowledge that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(a)(ii) specifically prevents the receptacle being
located to allow that, or that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(i) prevents that by significantly limiting
cord length, or that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(b) mitigates that by providing personnel protection
of the output cable;
5. The rejection indicating that GFCI Class A protects the EV outlet cable doesn't acknowledge
that the outlet cable would already be equipped with Personnel Protection, per section 625.22,
which “reduce the risk of electric shock to the user”, “intended to reduce the likelihood of
muscle tetanization (Including let-go) and ventricular fibrillation”, and “Since insulation
failure is capable of being a problem from the nuisance tripping point of view, startle

reaction is permitted to occur under fault conditions.” so only the short power-supply cord
limited by section 625.17 and possibly the equipment enclosure is additionally being protected.
Since most enclosures are plastic, not metal, it’s unlikely that protection is added.
6. We are not aware of a situation where the Personnel Protection of UL 2231 was inadequate and
GFCI Class A protection would have been preferred in addition to UL 2231.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-38
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Cheong for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational
for the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
Receptacles for EVSE employee no special configuration that would limit the use of receptacles
greater than 20 amperes to EVSE use only. Consequently, a receptacle rated in excess of 20
amperes installed In an area covered by list Item 2 (garage and accessory buildings) would be
available for use for any equipment or appliances without the safety GFCI protection affords.
Signage directing the occupant or others that may wish to use this receptacle for other than EVSE
applications by stating the receptacle is "for EVSE use only" would provide little protection to
those users who would likely be unfamiliar with the inherent dangers of using electrical equipment
in conductive locations without GFCI protection or be tempted to utilize this unprotected outlet
due to its availability. Additionally, the proposed exception (5) would permit the installation of a
non-GFCI protected receptacle(s) greater than 20 amperes in an accessory building(s) that is in no
way suitable for garaging or charging an electric vehicle by simply marking the one or more
receptacles rated over 20 amperes "EVSE use only".

The public input and public comment failed to reach simple majority at both the public input
meeting and public comment meetings of this committee.

Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-94
June 2022

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) represents more than 150
member companies that manufacture 90% of the major, portable and floor care appliances
shipped for sale in the U.S.
Appliance manufacturers continue to experience nuisance tripping with Ground-Fault
Circuit Interrupters (GFCIs). Home appliance manufacturers have collected, received, and
shared data on the persistence of nuisance tripping. The levels of nuisance tripping are
extremely burdensome on consumers and often cannot be quickly resolved. The second
revision draft changes, for expansion of GFCIs, must be rejected until the overall problem of
nuisance tripping is resolved.
After years of complaints from consumers, home builders, appliance installers, and home
appliance manufacturers, no nuisance tripping requirements have been instated by manufacturers
of breaker or receptacle GFCIs. Expansion of required locations must be delayed until the
GFCI industry self-regulates, creating requirements within the UL standard for GFCIs, or
external regulators step-in, to eliminate high frequency nuisance tripping.
AHAM and its member companies are moving forward with appliance solutions to GFCI
nuisance tripping. Appliance manufacturers have taken substantial steps to reduce nuisance
tripping. One example is the finalized expansion of leakage current requirements in UL 858,
Household Electric Ranges. In addition, there is an ongoing effort to develop an appliance GFCI
Interoperability Test within UL 101. This test is broadly supported by AHAM members.
Home appliances, seeking to meet consumer needs and ever-changing regulations, have
updated their technology to reduce electric utility cost to consumers. GFCI modernization is

long past due, these devices must modernize to keep up with new technology incorporated
into utilization equipment such as variable-frequency drives and switched-mode power
supplies. AHAM asks NFPA members to help in driving the GFCI industry to modernize its
technology by halting GFCI expansion until updates are finalized.
Nuisance tripping is a safety risk. When home appliances are unable to turn on and
operate normally, consumers are put at risk, especially those in lower income communities.
When a room air conditioners or room heat pump cannot turn on due to nuisance tripping,
consumers are exposed to extreme temperatures. Dehumidifiers provide safe indoor air quality
and mold prevention which should not be disrupted by nuisance tripping. Nuisance tripping on
refrigerators and freezers causes loss of food. Boil Water Orders (BWOs) are common in the
southeast during hurricane season; consumers must be able to operate cooktops during these
events. Portable and floor care appliances may operate on branch circuits which also provide
power to safety sensors, such as smoke alarms; nuisance tripping on these branch circuits
disables the appliance as well as safety sensors. These are just some of the safety concerns
which trouble home appliance manufacturers.
Fundamentally, it must be understood that GFCIs improperly trip on electrical current
levels that are safe. Home appliance manufacturers, GFCI manufacturers, and third party labs
have collected data to substantiate this. Today, UL 943, requires GFCIs to trip and not-trip
within certain thresholds at 60 hertz. Standardization creates industry uniformity when
encountering such leakage currents; all GFCIs trip when sensing leakage currents between 4 and
6 milliamps. The minimum trip requirement, 4 milliamps, is implemented because the GFCI is a
safety device which should only react to conditions that are unsafe. This is not the case for
leakage currents at frequencies higher than 60 hertz. Modern appliances produce higher

frequency leakage currents which are safe. There is no uniformity in high frequency tripping;
each GFCI manufacturer decides their own trip and no-trip thresholds. Because of this,
appliance designers do not know what to expect in the field, and therefore cannot design
appliances to stay out of the GFCI tripping “sandbox”. Studies show tripping when GFCIs sense
high frequency appliance leakage as low as 0.5 milliamps. There is no reason for GFCIs to be
tripping at these levels, a minimum trip threshold must be set.
The existing process for resolving nuisance tripping is unacceptable and not sustainable.
Since there is no industry-wide standardization or regulation, GFCI manufacturers insist on
manufacturer-to-manufacturer communication as a resolution for nuisance tripping. This model
requires every appliance manufacturer to reach out to every GFCI manufacturer, before an
appliance is released, to ensure that nuisance tripping will not occur. In one such case, an
appliance manufacturer reached out to a GFCI manufacturer to report nuisance tripping. A
month elapsed before the GFCI manufacturer confirmed the tripping was not warranted, all while
the consumer was without a working appliance. The GFCI manufacturer’s solution was to install
a data logger in the consumer’s home, collecting information which may eventually resolve the
nuisance tripping. This resolution method is not safe when critical appliances are not functional.
This is a reactive solution; a proactive resolution is needed before more locations require GFCIs
as per the NEC.
Second revision changes add dwelling locations which require GFCIs. Before GFCIs are
expanded to more locations, GFCI manufacturers must implement requirements such that GFCIs
only trip when conditions are unsafe.

Respectfully submitted,
Greg Woyczynski

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-94
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Woyczynski for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The
rational for the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
GFCI protection was expanded to address any cord and plug appliance in the kitchen, regardless
of whether the receptacle serves the countertop. The CPSC database demonstrates 104
electrocutions from 2011-2020, of which 81 percent were working on an appliance or other type
of appliance or equipment. GFCI protection can be provided to provide protection for those who
are working on cord-and-plug appliances and/or cord and-plug-connected equipment. Electrical
hazards are not just due to the proximity of the appliance to water. These appliances and equipment
have both the power supply and the grounded frame to complete the current path, creating the
hazard to the individual.
This second revision passed ballot with 11 voting affirmative and 4 negative votes.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-39
June 2022

Article 210.8(B)(10) – exception waiving GFCI protection for non-dwelling unit garage EVSE
receptacles subject to “greater than 20A installed and labelled exclusively for EVSE" because:
1. The reasons for rejection including that the receptacle would be heavily used, but that does not
apply to fastened in place equipment to the extent it would portable equipment, and even that is
questionable as heavily used portable equipment would likely be replaced with fastened in place
equipment, or left in place, for convenience reasons;
2. For both portable and fastened in place equipment, the cord, per section 625.17 has to be hardservice or EVxx type;
3. the reason for rejection including that the receptacle could be used for other applications, but
that doesn't acknowledge the location will be a non-dwelling unit garage parking stall, the
receptacle type greater than 20 A, and it being labeled for EVSE only;
4. the reason for rejection including that the power-supply cord could drape to the floor, but that
doesn't acknowledge that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(a)(ii) specifically prevents the receptacle being
located to allow that, or that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(i) prevents that by significantly limiting
cord length, or that subdivision 625.17(A)(3)(b) mitigates that by providing personnel protection
of the output cable;
5. The rejection indicating that GFCI Class A protects the EV outlet cable doesn't acknowledge
that the outlet cable would already be equipped with Personnel Protection, per section 625.22,
which “reduce the risk of electric shock to the user”, “intended to reduce the likelihood of
muscle tetanization (Including let-go) and ventricular fibrillation”, and “Since insulation
failure is capable of being a problem from the nuisance tripping point of view, startle

reaction is permitted to occur under fault conditions.” so only the short power-supply cord
limited by section 625.17 and possibly the equipment enclosure is additionally being protected.
Since most enclosures are plastic, not metal, it’s unlikely that protection is added.
6. We are not aware of a situation where the Personnel Protection of UL 2231 was inadequate and
GFCI Class A protection would have been preferred in addition to UL 2231.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-39
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Cheong for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational
for the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
Receptacles for EVSE employee no special configuration that would limit the use of receptacles
greater than 20 amperes to EVSE use only. Consequently, a receptacle rated in excess of 20
amperes installed in an area covered by Section 210.8(B)(10) (garage and accessory buildings)
would be available for use for any equipment or appliances without the safety GFCI protection
affords. Signage directing building occupant or others that may wish to use this receptacle for other
than EVSE applications stating the receptacle is "for EVSE use only" would provide little
protection to those users who would likely be unfamiliar with the inherent dangers of using
electrical equipment in conductive locations without GFCI protection or be tempted to utilize this
unprotected outlet due to its availability. Additionally, the proposed exception (7) would permit
installation of a non-GFCI protected receptacle(s) greater than 20 amperes in an accessory
building(s) that is in no way suitable for garaging or charging an electric vehicle by simply marking
the one or more receptacles rated over 20 amperes "EVSE use only".

The public input and public comment failed to reach simple majority at both the public input and
public comment meetings of this committee.

Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-95
June 2022

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) represents more than 150
member companies that manufacture 90% of the major, portable and floor care appliances
shipped for sale in the U.S.
The 2023 NEC draft adds GFCI requirements for particular appliances. Existing
requirements are copied from Chapter 4 into Chapter 2, and appliances are added. Code Making
Panel 2 has created requirements outside of its scope; Code Making Panel 17 covers appliances
and their protection requirements. AHAM believes the 210.8(D) revisions to be a circumvention
of the NEC development process. Requirements for end products, including appliances which
require GFCIs, are in Chapter 4 under the jurisdiction of CMP 17. These requirements should
not be copied into other parts of the NEC and updated by other Code Making Panels.
Appliance manufacturers continue to experience nuisance tripping with GFCIs. Home
appliance manufacturers have collected, received, and shared data on the persistence of nuisance
tripping. The levels of nuisance tripping are extremely burdensome on the consumer and
often cannot be quickly resolved. The second revision draft changes, for expansion of GFCIs,
must be rejected until the overall problem of nuisance tripping is resolved.
After years of complaints from consumers, home builders, and home appliance
manufacturers, no nuisance tripping requirements have been instated by manufacturers of
breaker or receptacle GFCIs. Expansion of required appliances must be delayed until the
GFCI industry self-regulates, creating requirements within UL 943, or external regulators
step-in, to eliminate high frequency nuisance tripping.

AHAM and its member companies are moving forward with appliance solutions to GFCI
nuisance tripping. Appliance manufacturers have taken substantial steps to reduce nuisance
tripping. One example is the finalized expansion of leakage current requirements in UL 858,
Household Electric Ranges. Home appliances, seeking to meet consumer needs and everchanging regulations, have updated their technology to reduce electric utility cost to consumers.
GFCI modernization is long past due, these devices must modernize to keep up with new
technology incorporated into utilization equipment such as variable-frequency drives and
switched-mode power supplies. AHAM asks NFPA members to help in driving the GFCI
industry to update its technology by halting GFCI expansion until updates are finalized.
Fundamentally, it must be understood that GFCIs improperly trip on electrical
current levels that are safe. Home appliance manufacturers, GFCI manufacturers, and third
party labs have collected data to substantiate this. Today, UL 943, requires GFCIs to trip and
not-trip within certain thresholds at 60 hertz. Standardization creates industry uniformity when
encountering such leakage currents; all GFCIs trip when sensing leakage currents between 4 and
6 milliamps. The minimum trip requirement, 4 milliamps, is implemented because the GFCI is a
safety device which should only react to conditions that are unsafe. This is not the case for
leakage currents at frequencies higher than 60 hertz. Modern appliances produce higher
frequency leakage currents which are safe. There is no uniformity in high frequency tripping;
each GFCI manufacturer decides their own trip and no-trip thresholds. Because of this,
appliance designers do not know what to expect in the field, and therefore cannot design
appliances to stay out of the GFCI tripping “sandbox”. Studies show tripping when GFCIs sense
high frequency appliance leakage as low as 0.5 milliamps. There is no reason for GFCIs to be
tripping at these levels.

Nuisance tripping is a safety risk. When home appliances are unable to turn on and
operate normally, consumers are put at risk, especially those in lower income communities. Boil
Water Orders (BWO) are common in the southeast during hurricane season; consumers must be
able to operate cooktops and electric ranges during these events. Counter mounted cooking units
and microwave ovens may operate on branch circuits which also provide power to safety
sensors, such as smoke alarms; nuisance tripping on these branch circuits disables the appliance
as well as safety sensors. These are just some of the safety concerns which trouble home
appliance manufacturers.
The existing process for resolving nuisance tripping is unacceptable and not
sustainable. Since there is no existing industry-wide standardization or regulation, GFCI
manufacturers insist on manufacturer-to-manufacturer communication as a resolution for
nuisance tripping. This model requires every appliance manufacturer to reach out to every GFCI
manufacturer, before an appliance is released, to ensure that nuisance tripping will not occur. In
one such case, an appliance manufacturer reached out to a GFCI manufacturer to report nuisance
tripping. A month elapsed before the GFCI manufacturer confirmed the tripping was not
warranted, all while the consumer was without a working appliance. The GFCI manufacturer’s
solution was to install a data logger in the consumer’s home, collecting information which may
eventually resolve the nuisance tripping. This resolution method is not safe when critical
appliances are not functional. This is a reactive solution; a proactive resolution is needed.
GFCI requirements on specific appliances must be kept in Chapter 4 and nuisance
tripping must be resolved before GFCI expansion can be considered.

Respectfully submitted,
Greg Woyczynski

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-95
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Woyczynski for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The
rational for the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
Due to the nature of the hazard with these installations this requirement was placed in 210.8(D)
to address all outlets and not be limited to only receptacle outlets found in 210.8(A). Section
210.8(D) now includes new list items that include electric ranges, wall mounted ovens, counter
mounted cooking units, clothes dryers, and microwave ovens. These appliances are sometimes
hard wired to outlets and would not be a part of the GFCI requirements found for receptacles in
laundry areas and other locations as part of 210.8(A) and 210.8(B). The shock hazard does not
go away due to hard wired versus cord-and-plug connected equipment.
This second revision passed ballot with 11 voting affirmative and 4 negative votes.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-91
June 2022

Note: At the time the NITMAM was submitted, the status of any TIA’s developed by the
Task Group that was appointed at the direction of the Standards Council to address the issue
was not known. The need for CAM 70-91 may not be needed depending on the status of the
two TIA’s currently being processed. Almost every state that has adopted the 2020 Edition
of the NEC has modified or deleted Section 210.8(F). NFPA is aware of at least six states
that have deleted Section 210.8(F) in its entirety, as requested by CAM 70-91, and two that
have delayed enforcement until January 1, 2023.
When the Standards Council issued TIA 1593, the Council acknowledged “the concerted and
sustained effort by numerous stakeholders to find a mutually agreeable solution to the technical
issues at hand.” The Council directed that a Task Group of affected stakeholders be formed to
evaluate and reach an informed, technically substantiated resolution to the issues raised. The
Council further encouraged the Task Group to submit a TIA for processing to the current edition
and in parallel to the work being done within the next edition of the NEC, if appropriate. The Task
Group consisted of representatives from home builder organizations, contractors, HVAC
manufacturers, GFCI manufacturers, CMP-2, electrical inspectors, CPSC, and testing laboratories.
Based upon the information submitted to and reviewed by the Task Group, the proposed TIA
extends the date when the requirement for GFCI protection will be required and expands the
application of the exemption for GFCI protection to all listed HVAC equipment. If GFCI
protection is required while the incompatibility issue remains, there is a higher risk of people being

adversely impacted by exposure to extreme temperatures due to nuisance tripping than the risk of
people being exposed to a leakage current that could cause injury or harm.
The potential issue of GFCI protection not being compatible with listed HVAC equipment was
known at the time SR 7676-NFPA 70-2018 was approved by Code Making Panel-2 (CMP-2).
Three of the four negative ballots specifically mentioned the concern with incompatibility
associated with requiring GFCI protection for listed HVAC equipment. UL 943 (Standard for
Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters) requires that Class A ground-fault circuit-interrupters are
capable of tripping at a minimum of 6 mA and could be as low as 4 mA. UL 60335-2 (Standard
for Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Safety – Part 2-40: Particular Requirements
for Electrical Heat Pumps, Air Conditioners and Dehumidifiers) allows a maximum leakage
current value of 10 mA for appliances accessible to the general public.
If GFCI protection is required while the incompatibility issue remains, there is a higher risk of
people being adversely impacted by exposure to extreme temperatures due to nuisance tripping
than the risk of people being exposed to a leakage current that could cause injury or harm. Data
was submitted to the Task Group showing that listed HVAC equipment typically can have a
leakage current higher than what would trip a Class A GFCI, but the touch current is well below
levels that would injure or harm an individual. The number of potential deaths from electrocution
involving HVAC equipment may be as high as four per year. However, the number of fatalities
(from lack of cooling during a heat wave period) due to nuisance trips associated with GFCI
protection of HVAC equipment where no hazard exists may be as high as 750 per year.
AHRI has developed a testing program to identify the cause of interoperability issues. The
study is scheduled to be completed by November 2023. The causes need to be defined before
solutions can be proposed and tested. Product design and testing must follow. Industry standard

revisions and related standardized test procedures are needed. Production tooling and supply chain
modifications require additional time after the earlier steps are completed. Conditions that affect
interoperability include many additional issues which have yet to be fully examined.
There is evidence that the incompatibility issue potentially affects all listed HVAC equipment,
since industry standards for power conversion equipment allow leakage currents above the trip
current of Class A GFCI’s. Residential air-conditioning (AC) and heat pump (HP) power
conversion equipment for compressors have demonstrated leakage currents above Class A GFCI
trip currents in lab measurements. Residential AC and HP electronically commutated outdoor fan
motors have demonstrated leakage currents above the trip current of Class A GFCI’s in lab
measurements. Data was submitted based upon actual nuisance trips and a survey of airconditioning contractors indicating that nuisance trips also occur with single-stage units. (Also
see Source 3 listed below)
There are multiple reports of interoperability issues (‘nuisance tripping’) from AC and HP units
that do not have power conversion equipment for the unit compressor which is the only current
TIA exception. The cause(s) of this nuisance tripping remain unknown at this time. Furthermore,
the presence of electronically commutated motors (ECM) is not currently documented on AC and
HP nameplates or consumer/installer documents readily available to the code official. Therefore,
an exception limited to ECM motors and/or other power conversion is not practical for the code
official, builder or electrical contractor.
Respectfully submitted,
William E Koffel, P.E., FSFPE, SASHE

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-91
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Koffel for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
The public comment (1425) does not substantiate reducing the current level of protection afforded
by this requirement. The substantiation for the proposed deletion is focused on HVAC outlets.
Other types of equipment may be directly wired such as outdoor cooking equipment, outdoor
refrigeration equipment and other types of outdoor equipment where safety is enhanced by GFCI
protection. The safety of those persons coming in contact with such equipment would be negatively
impacted if section 210.8(F) is deleted as suggested in this c.a.m.
The public input and public comment each failed to reach simple majority at both the public input
and public comment meetings of this committee.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-69
June 2022

Note: This is one of a group of CAMs submitted in case the TIA described below does not pass
ballot with CMP-2. The group includes the following CAMs: 70-69 (AHRI), 70-84 (NAHB), 7091 (Bill Koffel, rep. LBA), 70-101 (AHRI), and 70-19 (Noel Williams).
When the Standards Council issued TIA 1593, the Council acknowledged “the concerted and
sustained effort by numerous stakeholders to find a mutually agreeable solution to the technical
issues at hand.” The Council directed that a Task Group of affected stakeholders be formed to
evaluate and reach an informed, technically substantiated resolution to the issues raised.

The

Council further encouraged the Task Group to submit a TIA for processing to the current edition
and in parallel to the work being done within the next edition of the NEC, if appropriate. The Task
Group consisted of representatives from home builder organizations, contractors, heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) manufacturers, ground-fault circuit-interrupters (GFCI)
manufacturers, Code Making Panel-2 (CMP-2), electrical inspectors, Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC), and testing laboratories.
Based upon the information submitted to the Task Group, the proposed TIA extends the date
when GFCI will be required and expands the exemption for GFCI protection to all listed HVAC
equipment. If GFCI protection is required while the GFCI/HVAC equipment incompatibility issue
remains, there is a higher risk of people being adversely impacted due to extreme temperatures
exacerbated by nuisance tripping than risk of people being exposed to excessive leakage current.
The issue of GFCI compatibility with listed HVAC equipment was known at the time SR 7676NFPA 70-2018 was approved by Code Making Panel-2 (CMP-2). Three of the four negative
ballots specifically mentioned the concern with incompatibility associated with requiring GFCI

protection for listed HVAC equipment. There is also a disconnect between the component and
product safety standards. UL 943 (Standard for Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters) requires that
Class A GFCIs are capable of tripping at a minimum of 6 mA and as low as 4 mA. While U
L
60335-2-40 (Standard for Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Safety – Part 2-40:
Particular Requirements for Electrical Heat Pumps, Air Conditioners and Dehumidifiers) allows
a maximum leakage current value of 10 mA for appliances accessible to the general public.
Data submitted to the Task Group noted that listed HVAC equipment can have a leakage current
higher than trip setpoint in a Class A GFCI, but the touch current is well below levels that would
injure or harm an individual. HVAC industry experts shared data regarding the differences
between leakage and touch current and further noted that the important parameter with respect to
human safety is the touch current. GFCIs do not distinguish between leakage and touch current.
Information pulled from the CPSC database found an average of four potentially severe
electric injuries associated with HVAC equipment. Furthermore, information from the CPSC
database regarding injuries associated with HVAC equipment does not provide enough details to
determine if GFCIs could have alleviated the overall incident. In contrast, the number of potential
fatalities (from lack of cooling during a heat wave period) due to nuisance trips associated with
GFCI protection of HVAC equipment where no electrical hazard exists may be as high as 750 per
year. The Task Group understands that there may not be a resolution to the incompatibility issue
associated with listed Class A GFCIs and the leakage current permitted for listed HVAC
equipment even as late as the fall of 2026. AHRI currently has a research project (AHRI 8029) to
identify the root-cause of interoperability issues. The multi-phase project is scheduled to be
completed by November 2023, but that is based upon a best-case scenario. The root causes need
to be defined before solutions can be proposed and tested. Product design and testing must follow

and then tooling and supply chain modifications. Conditions that affect interoperability include
many additional issues that have yet to be fully examined. Therefore, the timeline for successful
integration of GFCIs with HVAC equipment is expected to be a few years after the HVAC/GFCI
incompatibility issues are resolved.
There is evidence that the incompatibility issue potentially affects all listed HVAC
equipment. Residential air-conditioning (AC) and heat pump (HP) power conversion equipment
for compressors demonstrated leakage currents above Class A GFCI trip currents in lab
measurements. Residential AC and HP electronically commutated outdoor fan motors have
demonstrated leakage currents above the trip current of Class A GFCI’s in lab measurements. Data
was submitted based upon actual nuisance trips and a survey of air-conditioning contractors
indicating that nuisance trips also occur with single-stage units. (Also see Source 3 listed below)
There are multiple reports of interoperability issues (‘nuisance tripping’) from AC and HP units
that do not have power conversion equipment for the unit compressor. Furthermore, the presence
of electronically commutated motors (ECM) is not currently documented on AC and HP
nameplates or consumer/installer documents readily available to code officials. Therefore, an
exception limited to ECM motors and/or other power conversion is not practical for the code
official, builder, or electrical contractor.
Almost every state that has adopted the 2020 NEC has modified or deleted Section 210.8(F).
NFPA is aware of at least six states that have deleted Section 210.8(F) in its entirety and two that
have delayed enforcement until January 1, 2023. Based on this substantiation, AHRI notes that
GFCI protection should be exempted for all listed HVAC equipment.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Koban, AHRI

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-69
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Ms. Koban for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
The position taken by CMP 2 at the public comment meeting is the information provided relevant
to public comment 2038 does not substantiate reducing the current level of protection afforded by
this requirement (210.8(F). Though a product is listed and labeled that does not mean an error
could not occur during installation, or well after installation that would present a shock hazard.
Listed products can and do fail and become a shock hazard. GFCI protection has been proven to
be a critically important component of electrical safety and accordingly CMP 2 widely agrees that
electrical safety is enhanced when GFCI protection is applied. Dwelling unit outdoor HVAC
equipment should be no exception.
Concern has been raised with regard to reports of unwanted tripping occurring when GFCI
protection is placed on circuits supplying outdoor (HVAC) equipment. Products with power
conversion equipment such as mini-split type (HVAC) equipment have been reputed to cause such
unwanted tripping. This was the impetus behind an approved TIA 1593 that delayed the

requirements of section 210.8(F) until Jan. 1,2023 for power conversion equipment in order to give
industry additional time to remedy this situation. Other types of outdoor HVAC equipment such
as single-stage condenser units are reputed to cause similar unwanted tripping events with mixed
results as to the authentication of such unwanted tripping events.
Currently at the direction of Standards Council, a task group with representation from a wide range
of the industry has been working diligently to craft a TIA addressing this issue. Industry is working
to resolve the reported issue of unwanted tripping thus making HVAC equipment compatible with
GFCI protection which would be the best and safest possible outcome. By not deciding in favor of
certified amending motion 70-69 additional research and development of outdoor HVAC products
with a goal of eliminating excessive leakage current will continue with resolution likely occurring
in the near future.
The public comment failed to reach simple majority at the public comment meeting of this
committee.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-84
June 2022

Note: This is one of a group of CAMs that were submitted in case the TIA described below does
not pass ballot with CMP-2. The group includes the following CAMs: 70-69 (AHRI), 70-84
(NAHB), 70-91 (Bill Koffel, rep. LBA), 70-101 (AHRI), and 70-19 (Noel Williams).
When the Standards Council issued TIA 1593, the Council acknowledged “the concerted and
sustained effort by numerous stakeholders to find a mutually agreeable solution to the technical
issues at hand.” The Council directed that a Task Group of affected stakeholders be formed to
evaluate and reach an informed, technically substantiated resolution to the issues raised. The
Council further encouraged the Task Group to submit a TIA for processing to the current edition
and in parallel to the work being done within the next edition of the NEC, if appropriate. The Task
Group consisted of representatives from home builder organizations, contractors, HVAC
manufacturers, GFCI manufacturers, CMP-2, electrical inspectors, CPSC, and testing laboratories.
Based upon the information submitted to and reviewed by the Task Group, the proposed TIA
extends the date when the requirement for GFCI protection will be required and expands the
application of the exemption for GFCI protection to all listed HVAC equipment. If GFCI
protection is required while the incompatibility issue remains, there is a higher risk of people being
adversely impacted by due to exposure to extreme temperatures due to nuisance tripping than the
risk of people being exposed to a leakage current that could cause injury or harm.
The potential issue of GFCI protection not being compatible with listed HVAC equipment was
known at the time SR 7676-NFPA 70-2018 was approved by Code Making Panel-2 (CMP-2).
Three of the four negative ballots specifically mentioned the concern with incompatibility
associated with requiring GFCI protection for listed HVAC equipment. UL 943 (Standard for

Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters) requires that Class A ground-fault circuit-interrupters are
capable of tripping at a minimum of 6 mA and could be as low as 4 mA. UL 60335-2 (Standard
for Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Safety – Part 2-40: Particular Requirements
for Electrical Heat Pumps, Air Conditioners and Dehumidifiers) allows a maximum leakage
current value of 10 mA for appliances accessible to the general public.
If GFCI protection is required while the incompatibility issue remains, there is a higher risk of
people being adversely impacted by exposure to extreme temperatures due to nuisance tripping
than the risk of people being exposed to a leakage current that could cause injury or harm. Data
was submitted to the Task Group showing that listed HVAC equipment typically can have a
leakage current higher than what would trip a Class A GFCI, but the touch current is well below
levels that would injure or harm an individual. Based on estimates from the CPSC database, the
number of potential deaths from electrocution involving HVAC equipment may be as high as four
per year. However, the number of fatalities (from lack of cooling during a heat wave period) due
to nuisance trips associated with GFCI protection of HVAC equipment where no hazard exists
may be as high as 750 per year.
The Task Group understands that there may not be a resolution to the incompatibility associated
with listed Class A GFCIs and the leakage current permitted for listed HVAC equipment even as
late as the fall of 2026. AHRI has developed a testing program to identify the cause of
interoperability issues. The study is scheduled to be completed by November 2023. The causes
need to be defined before solutions can be proposed and tested. Product design and testing must
follow.
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needed. Production tooling and supply chain modifications require additional time after the earlier

steps are completed. Conditions that affect interoperability include many additional issues which
have yet to be fully examined.
There is evidence that the incompatibility issue potentially affects all listed HVAC equipment,
since industry standards for power conversion equipment allow leakage currents above the trip
current of Class A GFCI’s. Residential air-conditioning (AC) and heat pump (HP) power
conversion equipment for compressors have demonstrated leakage currents above Class A GFCI
trip currents in lab measurements. Residential AC and HP electronically commutated outdoor fan
motors have demonstrated leakage currents above the trip current of Class A GFCI’s in lab
measurements. Data was submitted based upon actual nuisance trips and a survey of airconditioning contractors indicating that nuisance trips also occur with single-stage units. (Also
see Source 3 listed below)
There are multiple reports of interoperability issues (‘nuisance tripping’) from AC and HP units
that do not have power conversion equipment for the unit compressor which is the only current
TIA exception. The cause(s) of this nuisance tripping remain unknown at this time. Furthermore,
the presence of electronically commutated motors (ECM) is not currently documented on AC and
HP nameplates or consumer/installer documents readily available to the code official. Therefore,
an exception limited to ECM motors and/or other power conversion is not practical for the code
official, builder or electrical contractor.
Almost every state that has adopted the 2020 Edition of the NEC has modified or deleted
Section 210.8(F). NFPA is aware of at least six states that have deleted Section 210.8(F) in its
entirety and two that have delayed enforcement until January 1, 2023.
Respectfully submitted,
Daniel Buuck, National Association of Home Builders

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-84
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Buuck for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
Currently at the direction of Standards Council, a task group with representation from a wide range
of the industry has been working diligently to craft a TIA addressing this issue. Industry is working
to resolve any issues that may exist of unwanted tripping thus making (HVAC) equipment
compatible with GFCI protection which would be the best and safest possible outcome. It would
be in the best interest to not set an arbitrary adoption date when the task group may recommend
more or less time for industry to address any compatibility issues that may exist.
The public comment failed to reach simple majority at public comment meeting of this committee.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-119
June 2022

As stated in the Public Comment, The proposed Exception No 2 should have been accepted. The
panel statement said that an effective date of January 1, 2023 would allow enough time. It would
not. But even an effective date of 2026 is not necessarily reasonable. The panel statement also says
"Adding this exception without an effective date would make this exception permanent without
substantiation or remedy." That is exactly what the committee did with the 2020 version of this
rule. They accepted a major change based on a single incident that was completely inadequate
substantiation, and they left no remedy until after major problems were noted. Then they say it
would be permanent. Nothing in the NEC is permanent. It changes every three years. The panel
made just such a rule and are changing it now.
The event in question was due to improper wiring and grounding of the HVAC equipment. Such
errors will not be fixed by making more rules. Consider what would have happened in this case if
the HVAC equipment had been on a GFCI. It would have tripped. Then the AC would have been
off. The installer would likely have been notified if they could be found, and since they did not do
the initial installation correctly, they would likely have just removed the GFCI protection. More
rules do not solve problems created by people who do not follow rules.
The fact that many HVAC units are not compatible with GFCIs has been well established. The
fact that people die when AC fails has also been well documented. The Panel should not be creating
a bigger, much more likely problem and risk of deaths in order to mitigate a problem that is mostly
imaginary. Apparently the Panel is only concerned with deaths from one cause and so if a person
dies from excessive heat that is okay since it was not a death due to electrocution. The panel should

accept the comment and exception and work with the HVAC manufacturers to see what can be
done rather than setting an arbitrary date and essentially handing out an order.
Technologies directed at increased efficiency will continue to be developed, some may introduce
new issues. The GFCI requirement might have to be modified. Perhaps it should require a different
sort of GFCI, like a Class B. Rules like this that are problematic from the beginning and not well
considered (even the chair agreed that the substantiation was inadequate) provide all the argument
needed for jurisdictions to delay adoption of the NEC, amend the NEC, or skip editions all
together. A rule that is not adopted and not enforced is effective only in providing support for such
actions.
Respectfully submitted,
Noel Williams

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-119
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Williams for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational
for the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
Currently at the direction of Standards Council, a task group with representation from a wide range
of industry has been working diligently to craft a TIA addressing this purported issue of unwanted
tripping. Additionally, the HVAC manufacturing industry is working to resolve the reported issue
of excessive leakage current thus making HVAC equipment compatible with GFCI protection
which would be the best and safest possible outcome. By not deciding in favor of certified
amending motion 70-119 additional research and development of outdoor HVAC products with a
goal of eliminating excessive leakage current will continue with resolution likely occurring in the
near future. It should further be noted that a TIA (1593) has been issued for outdoor HVAC
employing power conversion equipment delaying implementation of Section 210.8(F) until
January 1, 2023. The TIA from the industry task group is in the development process at this time.

Public comment 1461 did not gain simple majority at the CMP 2 Second Draft (public comment)
meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-101
June 2022

Note: This is one of a group of CAMs that were submitted in case the TIA described in the Motion
Substantiation for CAM 70-69 does not pass ballot with CMP-2. The group includes the following
CAMs: 70-69 (AHRI), 70-84 (NAHB), 70-91 (Bill Koffel, rep. LBA), 70-101 (AHRI), and 70-19
(Noel Williams).
Please see the full substantiation under CAM 70-69.

Respectfully submitted,
Mary Koban, AHRI

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-101
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Ms. Koban for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
Public Comment No. 1425 does not substantiate reducing the current level of safety protection
afforded by this requirement. The substantiation for the proposed deletion is focused on HVAC
outlets. There are receptacle outlets installed to supply other types of electrical equipment where
electrical safety would be enhanced when (HVAC) and other types of equipment is replaced and
GFCI protection is provided at the outlet.
This related item failed to receive simple majority of this committee at the Second Draft (public
comment meeting.
Respectfully submitted
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation

Certified Amending Motion 70-105
June 2022

This CAM is to bring to the membership the fact that the addition of bathrooms is supported by the
majority of CMP2. It failed ballot by one vote. The following information answers the questions put
forth by the negative balloters.

AFCIs have been required in the Code since 1999. The technology has progressed to the point where it is
an essential method in preventing fires due to arcing. When the 2020 edition was published, the industry
had over 18 years of experience with the manufacture and installation of AFCIs and over 12years of
experience with combination type AFCIs. All along CMP2 has wisely chosen to take incremental steps in
the expansion of the AFCI requirement. The addition of bathrooms is another step in the progression of
improved safety. Electrical malfunction caused bathroom fires at an annual average of 2300/yr., 10 deaths,
and 50 injuries per NFPA 2021 Home Electrical Fires Table 8. “Home Fires Caused by Electrical Failure
or Malfunction” published in 2021 states that “home fires due to electrical failure or malfunction primarily
involve some form of arcing, which results from an unintentional discharge of electrical current between
conductors. Given sufficient time and level of current, arc faults can produce enough heat to ignite a fire.
Arc faults can be produced by worn out receptacle contacts, damaged conductors and connectors, frayed
appliance cords, loose connections in junction boxes or on electrical devices, as well as from faulty
switches and receptacles. Arc faults may originate in different areas of home or virtually any electrical
fixture or equipment.” Bathrooms are generally adjacent to the bedrooms and the wire serving those
bedrooms has been protected in the NEC for 20 years now and the wiring in those same walls that serve

Internal

those adjacent bathrooms are just as exposed to the nails and hanging of pictures as those protected in the
same wall and need to be AFCI protected.

There has been significant AFCI testing done on bathroom fans and cord/plug appliances as well as
bathroom fans including humidity level testing to prevent unwanted tripping. This extensive testing
provides confidence that unwanted tripping should not occur.

Also, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts requires AFCI protection on all 15 and 20A circuits since
their adoption of the 2020 NEC on January 1, 2020. There have been no reports of unwanted tripping on
bathroom circuits. Please support this Certified Amending Motion.

Respectfully submitted,
Keith Waters, P.E. C.E.M.

Internal

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-105
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Waters for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
(Panel statement after passing simple majority) Adding AFCI protection afforded by 210.12(B) to
bathrooms of a dwelling would help to safeguard the public from the danger of electrical fires. The
effective date has been added to allow manufacturers of utilization equipment time to ensure their
products are compatible with AFCI protection.
This item did not pass ballot with eight voting in the affirmative and seven voting in opposition.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-70
June 2022

A majority of the CMP twice supported the action of adding bathrooms to the areas where AFCI
protection is required in this code cycle. The committee statements included language that
acknowledge this location is important to add to the list "…due to electrical fires that are arising
from circuits that are supplying power to these locations.," and that this addition "… would help
to safeguard the public from the danger of electrical fires." During the balloting processes of the
first and second revisions, dissenting comments appeared to fall under the two topics of nuisance
tripping and lack of supporting data. As far as nuisance tripping is concerned the substantiation in
PI 3101 stated that "…significant AFCI testing done on bathroom cord/plug appliances as well as
bathroom fans including humidity level testing in order to prevent unwanted tripping.," and data
was provided in the form of an attachment. Additional compatibility data was provided as part of
Public Comment 1765. Data to support that AFCI protection in bathrooms would benefit public
safety was provided in PI 3101 in the form of a reference to a 2019 report from the NFPA. That
report informs the reader that electrical malfunction caused bathroom fires at an annual average of
2120 incidents per year and caused an average of 10 deaths per year. The front matter associated
with the referenced report states that "…home fires due to electrical malfunction or failure
primarily involve some form of arcing…" and then provides a graph in Figure 1 that shows that
essentially all home fires due to electrical failure or malfunction included some type of arcing
situation. The NFPA has since released a 2021 report that shows an 8% increase in the average
number of fires in bathrooms. PC 1765 points out the fact that 210.12(B) [now (C) in the 2023
NEC Second Draft Report] already requires AFCI protection for outlets that are installed in

bathrooms of dormitory units. This requirement for dormitories was added to the NEC during the
2017 cycle with the committee stating that “... the same potential for fires related to arcing exist
with branch circuit supplying outlets in bathrooms as does for other areas already covered.” This
requirement has not created any significant adverse interoperability issues. Accepting PC 1765
improves consistency in this section of the code by correlating the requirements among living
areas. Massachusetts amended the 2020 NEC to extend the AFCI requirement to the entire
dwelling. That whole house expansion is a significant vote of confidence by the state on the ability
of this technology to improve public safety and has not yielded any significant interoperability
issues. Providing AFCI protection in bathrooms can be a mitigating agent to the occurrence of an
average of 2300 fires and 10 associated deaths per year. Preventing deaths, injuries, and property
damage is more important than repairable nuisances. Based on the information provided herein,
we feel that it is important for the general membership to review, consider and weigh the benefits
to public safety that the addition of AFCIs may provide if required in bathrooms.

Respectfully submitted,
Randy Dollar

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-70
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Dollar for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
(Panel statement after passing simple majority) Adding AFCI protection afforded by 210.12(B) to
bathrooms of a dwelling would help to safeguard the public from the danger of electrical fires. The
effective date of Jan. 1, 2025 has been added to allow manufacturers of utilization equipment time
to ensure their products are compatible with AFCI protection.
This item did not pass ballot with eight voting in the affirmative and seven voting in opposition.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-11
June 2022

There have been a lot of changes to the kitchen receptacle outlet location section in the NEC
over the last two code development cycles, and the Second Draft language in the 2023 NEC
exhibits a major hardship for the accessibility community. Without approval of this amending
motion, locating receptacles below the countertop, even for accessibility, would be prohibited.
This is how we got here. The 2017 edition of the NEC had a general prohibition for locating
receptacles below the countertop (e.g. face-mounted on the lower cabinets). The exceptions were
for kitchen islands and peninsulas and for accessible construction. Then the 2020 edition allowed
receptacles to be located below countertops anywhere in the kitchen, including those counters
along a wall. The exceptions were not needed, so they were removed.
The Second Draft language that CMP-2 approved this cycle reinstates the prohibition for
locating receptacles below the countertop but does not include any exceptions. It is my
understanding that the omission of an exception for accessibility was a result of the various
changes over the last few cycles and completely unintentional. However, this oversight will cause
an unacceptable hardship for the accessibility community, including those who design dwellings
for people using wheelchairs.
A task group of the A117.1 standard on accessibility is currently in the process of addressing
receptacle locations in kitchens of Accessible, Type A and Type B dwellings. Members of the task
group are listed below. They have voiced a need for more time before such a dramatic change goes
into effect. Current kitchen designs, which are often very compact, necessitate flexible receptacle

location. In many circumstances, the most accessible location is on the face of the lower cabinets
below the counter.
Pop-up and tombstone receptacles were discussed as options in the task group and it was
determined that they are not popular among those designing kitchens for accessibility. Reasons
included hygiene, cost and loss of drawer space. It was noted that face-mounted receptacles also
result in a loss of drawer space, and the task group is looking into other options.
The NEC is adopted by around twenty states soon after publication, and this prohibition would
hit the accessibility community by surprise. Modifications to current kitchen designs would
increase cost and reduce usability. Modifying the A117.1 standard is a long-term process expected
to take several years, and the accessibility community requests more time to make the required
changes to avoid potential conflicts with the NEC and to develop accessibility solutions that are
acceptable to both the ICC A117 Committee and the members of the CMP-2. Without this
additional time, designers, installers and builders may find it virtually impossible to comply with
both the NEC and the ICC A117.1 requirements for kitchen receptacles without undue expense or
sacrifices in necessary features such as kitchen storage that is within reach of a person with a
disability.

ICC A117.1 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities Task Group: Electrical Receptacles in
Facilities with Accessible, Type A, and Type B Dwelling and Sleeping Units
Members: Daniel Buuck (Chair - National Association of Home Builders), Gene Boecker
(National Association of Theatre Owners), Karen Braitmayer (Disability Rights Education and
Defense Fund), Paula Cino (National Multifamily Housing Council), David Collins (American
Institute of Architects), Glenn Dea (International Sign Association), Dennis Hall (Construction

Specifications Institute), Gina Hilberry (United Cerebral Palsy), Matthew Lescher (National
Association of Theatre Owners), Allison Lourash (Little People of America, Inc.), Marsha Mazz
(United Spinal Association), Dan O’Gorman (American Society of Plumbing Engineers),
Kimberly Paarlberg (International Code Council), Rex Pace (U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development), Kenneth Peskin (International Sign Association), Edward Steinfeld
(Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America), Scott Windley
(U.S. Access Board), Mary Winkler (American Society of Safety Engineers), Dawn Anderson,
Cara Godwin (Ankrom Moisan), John S. Gonzalez (International Code Council), Kevin Harkins,
Thomas Hirsch, FAIA, Mary Jean McCarthy-Tapp, Larry Perry, Ashley Pitts, Kimberly Rosentel,
Chris Schexnayder (theACCESSpartnership, lp), Richard Sternadori, Kyle Thompson (Plumbing
Manufacturers International), John Torkelson

Respectfully submitted,
Daniel Buuck,
National Association of Home Builders

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-11
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Buuck for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
CPSC staff recommends deleting 210.52(C)(4)(3), as proposed by Public Inputs (PIs) No. 2085
and No. 1732 – NFPA 70-2020, to remove the allowance for receptacle outlets located below
countertops or work surfaces. The use of receptacles below the countertop to supply cord-andplug-connected cooking appliances, such as deep fryers and sous vide cookers, exposes the
appliance cord to being pulled, which can cause the appliance to tip and spill hot contents, resulting
in severe burns and death. Data sets compiled by CPSC epidemiologists show that there were 45
anecdotal reports of burn/other injuries between Jan 1991 through 2020, as well as an estimated
9,700 burn/other injuries treated in U.S. hospital emergency departments. The data sets indicate
that the injuries were caused by tipping and spilling the contents of countertop cooking appliances,
many of which specifically involved children pulling on the appliance cord. Many of these
incidents involved second- and third-degree burn injuries; and 10 resulted in death, including the
deaths of infants as young as 8 months of age. The investigations revealed that children may pull

power cords, or the cords may get snagged inadvertently when a person is walking by. The data
sets presented here are reported incidents in CPSC databases, and the number of actual burns on a
national scale is likely much greater. A requirement for receptacles on kitchen islands and
peninsulas was first incorporated in the 1990 NEC. At the time, the rationale for adding a minimum
receptacle requirement to islands and peninsulas was to discourage use of extension cords to
supply power to cooking appliances on these surfaces. Although the attached data sets were
compiled to look at potential impact by previous changes in the NEC, the incident data do not
specifically address the type of countertop that was involved, nor whether the specific cord was
the supply cord and-plug of the appliance, or a supplementary extension cord. Sections
210.52(C)(4)(1) and 210.52(C)(4)(2) provide the installer with safe and practical options above all
countertops, including kitchen islands and peninsulas, to install receptacles for countertop cooking
appliances. * This proposal is that of the CPSC staff, has not been reviewed or approved by, and
may not necessarily reflect the views of, the Commission. Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. Sec. 105, I cannot
transfer copyright rights to work of the U.S. government. However, because there is no copyright
in works of the U.S. government, you and other members of the public may use the material for
any purpose.
This committee had 15 eligible voters of 12 affirmative and 3 opposed.

Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Report of Code-Making Panel 10
Certified Amending Motion 70-89
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 10 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 10 received several Public Comments on the provisions of 215.18(E). The position of CMP
10 is that it is important that the surge device be installed on a circuit such that it will not be
expected to discharge a surge greater than its nominal discharge rating. IEEE Std C62.41.2
characterizes the service entrance as being typically exposed to surges rated up to 10kA.
Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Philips
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 10

Report of Code-Making Panel 10
Certified Amending Motion 70-109
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 10 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 10 received several Public Comments on the provisions of 215.18(E). The position of CMP
10 is that it is important that the surge device be installed on a circuit such that it will not be
expected to discharge a surge greater than its nominal discharge rating. IEEE Std C62.41.2
characterizes the service entrance as being typically exposed to surges rated up to 10kA.
Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Philips
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 10

Report of Code-Making Panel 10
Certified Amending Motion 70-88
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 10 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 10 received several Public Comments on the provisions of 225.42(E). The position of CMP
10 is that it is important that the surge device be installed on a circuit such that it will not be
expected to discharge a surge greater than its nominal discharge rating. IEEE Std C62.41.2
characterizes the service entrance as being typically exposed to surges rated up to 10kA.
Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Philips
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 10

Report of Code-Making Panel 10
Certified Amending Motion 70-90
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 10 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 10 received several Public Comments on the provisions of 230.67(E). The position of CMP
10 is that it is important that the surge device be installed on a circuit such that it will not be
expected to discharge a surge greater than its nominal discharge rating. IEEE Std C62.41.2
characterizes the service entrance as being typically exposed to surges rated up to 10kA.
Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Philips
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 10

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-116
June 2022

As 230.67(C) permits Type 1 and Type 2 SPDs, the proposed 230.67(E) that seeks to
exclude Type 2 SPDs that have 3kA or 5kA nominal discharge current ratings conflict with what
is permitted in 230.67(C). The proposed addition of a minimum 10kA rating by selected industry
participants represents an unwarranted exclusion of products offered by many other industry
providers and stakeholders (i.e.- those firms providing Type 2 SPDs that have In ratings of 3kA or
5kA as permitted by UL as part of the scope of Type 2 SPDs) specified and marketed as being
compliant with the NEC no longer being permitted to do so. Nominal discharge current (In) values
of 10kA or higher are not stated to reduce the risk of fire to equipment, to premises wiring systems
or to otherwise be evidenced to increase safety. Similarly, Type 2 In levels of 3kA or 5kA have
not been evidenced to represent, deliver or otherwise be proven to exhibit a reduced level of safety
as compared to 10kA or 20kA levels. Nominal discharge current is an SPD performance rating,
not a safety rating such as interrupting ratings or short-circuit current ratings respectively are. NEC
Section 90.1(A) states “this Code is not intended as a design specification or an instruction manual
for untrained persons.” SPD nominal discharge current ratings are a design consideration, and as
such are not within the scope of the NEC as stated in 90.1(A). For these reasons, the proposed list
item (E) for a minimum specific In rating under 230.67 should be deleted.

Respectfully submitted,
Stephen Rood

Report of Code-Making Panel 10
Certified Amending Motion 70-116
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 10 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 10 received several Public Comments on the provisions of 230.67(E). The position of CMP
10 is that it is important that the surge device be installed on a circuit such that it will not be
expected to discharge a surge greater than its nominal discharge rating. IEEE Std C62.41.2
characterizes the service entrance as being typically exposed to surges rated up to 10kA.
Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Philips
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 10

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-65
June 2022

Article 220.57 to leave reference to 625.42
The relocation of much of 625.42 to 750.30, along with the revisions to 625.42, 750.30, etc.,
allow for several evolving ways to rate/re-rate, EV charging and other equipment. Until such
time as this technology and the code is settled, we recommend attention be drawn to 625.42, and
thus 750.30, to encourage users of the code to the appropriate rating of EV charging equipment.
If reference to 625.42 was appropriate before, it is more appropriate with all the changes, not
less.
See Second Correlating Revision No. 9, SCR-10, Second Revision No. 7715, SR-8070 and SR8101
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-65
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Cheong for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational
for the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
The nameplate on the unit already takes into account the 125% of the actual load, and therefore
7200 VA is the minimum value to be used in this calculation. When using the nameplate rating of
the EVSE in this calculation, the continuous load is taken into account. The informational note is
eliminated to avoid confusion.
The public comment failed to reach simple majority at the public comment meeting of this
committee.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-123
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Mazzetti for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational
for the decision of this technical committee Is as follows.
The Correlating Committee (SCR-39 in the 2020 Code cycle) and the Standards Council (Decision
D#19-25) have established that CMP-2 has responsibility for occupancy-based load calculations
and demand factors. The Task Group formed with members of CMP 2 and CMP 15 reviewed data
generated as part of an NFPA Research Foundation project. This project focused on the large
number of receptacles required in Category 1 and Category 2 patient care spaces. Based on this
information, and with the existing Article 220 Demand Factors for non-dwelling receptacle loads
serving as a baseline, new tables with demand factor values for receptacles used in Health Care
developed. Since the focus was on Category 1 and Category 2 patient care spaces, another table,
using existing demand factors from Table 220.44 (2020 NEC), is included to address Category 3
and Category 4 patient care spaces.

The Correlating Committee (SCR-39 in the 2020 Code cycle) and the Standards Council (Decision
D#19-25) have established that CMP-2 has responsibility for occupancy-based load calculations
and demand factors. Section 220.48 is relocated to a New Part VI, Section 220.110. The
Correlating Committee assigns responsibility for Part VI to CMP-15.
This Second Revision passed CMP 2 ballot by a 15-0 margin.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Report of Code-Making Panel 15
Certified Amending Motion 70-124
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 15 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
The position of CMP-15 is to relocate the demand factors from Article 517.22 to Article 220.48
as noted in the committee ballot.
COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT:
First, I want to say thank NFPA for the opportunity to chair this committee, as well as submit
this statement on behalf of CMP-15, to explain the actions the technical committee took.
The demand factors for receptacle loads developed by a joint task group from members of CMP15/CMP-2 are correlated with Second Revision SR-8097 (CMP-2) and Second Revision SR8598 (CMP-15). As such, the approved charging text of 517.22 was revised to reference 220.48,
and subsections (A) and (B), and further Tables 517.22(A) and 517.22(B), having identical
values to Tables 220.48(A) and 220.48(B), respectively, were deleted.
To resolve a correlation issue that resulted from actions taken during the first draft of the 2023
NEC, CMP2/CMP15 task group was formed. The charged of the task group was to propose
language that would resolve the correlation issue with feedback from CMP2, CMP15, and other
key contributors. The recommended revision from the joint task group is to place a permissive

rule in Article 220 to point users to an optional method in Article 517 for patient care spaces in
proposed 220.48(A). Additionally, a new 220.48(B) is proposed to point the user to the demand
factors for diagnostic imaging and treatment equipment and to increase usability of the code.
The voting was we had 21 eligible voters, 18 affirmative, and 3 negative.
Respectfully submitted,

Michael L. Savage, Sr.
On behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 15

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-124
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
The work involving demand factors for health care facilities spans the 2020 and the 2023
NEC Revision Cycles. The 2023 cycle sought to find common ground between various
stakeholders. A task group was formed after the First Draft meeting with members from both
Code-Makein Panel 2 and Code-Making Panel 15 to come to a resolution regarding Table
517.22(A) and Table 517.22(B). After much debate, the task group submitted Public Comments
to accept Table 517.22(A) only since 517.22(B) could seem to conflict with terminology and the
way loads are calculated in the rest of the NEC. As this issue and various public comments were
discussed by CMP 15 during the 2023 Second draft meetings, the panel agreed that the best place
for the health care demand factor requirements was in the load calculations of Article 220. The
Correlating Committee agrees with this approach, thinking that placing all requirements for load
calculations solely in Article 220 increases usability of the Code.

It should be noted that the

Correlating Committee assigned purview of Section 220.110 to CMP 15 at their Second Draft
meeting.

Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Report of the Code-Making Panel 5

Certified Amending Motion 70-61
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 5 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
A task group was formed to review the public comment submitted. Code-Making Panel 5 accepted
the recommended action and statement from the Task Group with no modifications since CMP 5
members considered the work of the Task Group to be thorough. Thus, CMP-5 reaffirms there is
no technical substantiation provided to ensure that under expected conditions of use the copper
layer will not delaminate, that the steel core stiffness and strength is sufficient to prevent failure,
and that it can be bent and installed without stressing terminations within equipment. The ASTM
standards referenced do not replicate actual wire type conductor routing, pulling and termination.
The current values used in the short time current tests provided with the original Public Input were
less than those required in UL 467. The current carrying capability of 40% copper clad steel is less
than copper. The public comment proposes the use of equal sized copper clad steel conductors to
copper conductors which in the opinion of CMP 5, lowers the level of safety and performance of
the grounding system without technical substantiation.

Copper-clad steel needs to be listed to ensure acceptable performance.
Respectfully submitted,
G. Scott Harding
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 5

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70-126
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Peter Graser for submitting your proposed CAM. The technical committee
proposed in the First Revision to allow a minimum size 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum and a 16
AWG copper in Article 310.3 (A). The minimum conductor sizes for copper and copper-clad
aluminum reduced proposed in support for 10- amp circuits, the decades of successful use of 16
AWG copper conductors in fixture wire, motor wiring, control wiring, and other current-carrying
applications as permitted in the NEC. The support was given due to public input, the Bimetallics
Task Group and testing procedures conducted. The technical committee stated the composition
requirements for copper-clad aluminum were removed from the definition and relocated into this
section. The language was reorganized into a list format. Language was added to require that the
copper-clad aluminum conductor be listed. Insulation type XHHN and XHWN were added to the
list as they were newly added to the code. The ballot results were 14 eligible voters, 12 affirmative
and 2 negative.
The Second Draft removed the actions of the First Revision and enacted to revert to the 2020 code
language.

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70-128
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Peter Graser for submitting CAM 70-128. The technical committee
proposed in the First Revision to allow changes to the temperature rating of copper-clad aluminum
and 16 AWG copper in Table 310.16 and Table 310.17. The allowance was based upon public
input, extensive testing and lab reports, the Bimetallics Task Group proposals and panel
discussions. The ballot results were 14 eligible voters, 12 affirmative and 2 negative.
The Second Draft technical committee removed the actions of the First Revision with this
statement:
The panel acted to revert to 2020 code language for the minimum size of conductors for 310.3(A),
Tables 310.16 and 310.17, and wiring methods in multiple articles, including Articles 320, 330,
334, 336, and 340. To ensure public safety, further time is needed to study 14 AWG copper-clad
aluminum and 16 AWG copper as minimum conductor sizes. All of the public comments
submitted on this topic were considered by the panel. Multiple test reports were presented to the
panel as substantiation for the public comments in the 2023 revision cycle covering 14 AWG
copper-clad aluminum conductor heating at certain ampacity levels under insulation to replicate a

real-world installation. The reports point to the need for a deeper understanding of the performance
of 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. During the 2023 NEC revision cycle, the panel received
reports and presentations from:
1) the Bimetallics Task Group (conducted at an Eaton facility)
2) the Copper Development Association (conducted at a Hampton Tedder facility)
3) the Southwire company (conducted at the DB Cofer laboratory)
4) the Cable Technologies Laboratory (conducted at their facility)
5) the Cerrowire company (conducted at the Marmon Innovation and Technology Center)
The Panel also considered reports from the 2020 NEC revision cycle, including the NSF
International report. After considering all the information and results presented in the reports,
public inputs, and public comments, concerns were recognized about conductor overheating in
common, everyday installations that need to be addressed prior to reducing the allowable branch
circuit conductor size. Primarily, the evidence of excessive heat rise that occurs when wiring
methods are installed in thermal insulation needs to be addressed. Voltage drop was also identified
as a concern and needs to be addressed. To determine the appropriate code requirements to ensure
the installation of reduced branch circuit conductor sizes is both practical and safe, additional
information is required. The panel spent considerable time in developing a detailed list of test
metrics in their Second Draft statement and specified that any input submitted based on these
metrics be developed by qualified testing laboratories.
The panel has also identified remediating actions that could be taken to prevent overheating
in this type of installation, including installation restrictions, reduced ampacity values in the Article
310 tables, or ampacity adjustment requirements.

There were 14 eligible voters, 8 affirmative, and 6 negative votes. The Second Revision
failed ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70-129
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Peter Graser for submitting CAM No. 70-129. The First Revision
Technical Committee enacted upon Public Input No. 3247. The action taken was to allow a reduced
minimum size conductor for this application to 16 AWG copper and 14 AWG copper-clad
aluminum for 10 amp circuits, and based upon successful use of 16 AWG copper conductors in
fixture wire, motor wiring, control wiring, and other current-carrying applications as permitted in
the NEC. The actions taken by CMP 6 were based upon the public inputs, the Bimetallics Task
Group, the testing procedures conducted and their results.
The First Revision action passed ballot with 14 eligible voters, 12 affirmative and 2
negative.
The Second Draft Report acted to revert to the 2020 language. The technical committee
made the following statement:
The panel acted to revert to 2020 code language for the minimum size of conductors for
310.3(A), Tables 310.16 and 310.17, and wiring methods in multiple articles, including Articles
320, 330, 334, 336, and 340. To ensure public safety, further time is needed to study 14 AWG

copper-clad aluminum and 16 AWG copper as minimum conductor sizes. All of the public
comments submitted on this topic were considered by the panel. Multiple test reports were
presented to the panel as substantiation for the public comments in the 2023 revision cycle
covering 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum conductor heating at certain ampacity levels under
insulation to replicate a real-world installation. The reports point to the need for a deeper
understanding of the performance of 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. During the 2023 NEC
revision cycle, the panel received reports and presentations from:
1) the Bimetallics Task Group (conducted at an Eaton facility)
2) the Copper Development Association (conducted at a Hampton Tedder facility)
3) the Southwire company (conducted at the DB Cofer laboratory)
4) the Cable Technologies Laboratory (conducted at their facility)
5) the Cerrowire company (conducted at the Marmon Innovation and Technology Center)
The Panel also considered reports from the 2020 NEC revision cycle, including the NSF
International report. After considering all the information and results presented in the reports,
public inputs, and public comments, concerns were recognized about conductor overheating in
common, everyday installations that need to be addressed prior to reducing the allowable branch
circuit conductor size. Primarily, the evidence of excessive heat rise that occurs when wiring
methods are installed in thermal insulation needs to be addressed. Voltage drop was also identified
as a concern and needs to be addressed. To determine the appropriate code requirements to ensure
the installation of reduced branch circuit conductor sizes is both practical and safe, additional
information is required. The panel spent considerable time in developing a detailed list of test
metrics in their Second Draft statement and specified that any input submitted based on these
metrics be developed by qualified testing laboratories.

The panel has also identified remediating actions that could be taken to prevent overheating
in this type of installation, including installation restrictions, reduced ampacity values in the Article
310 tables, or ampacity adjustment requirements.
There were 14 eligible voters, 8 affirmative, and 6 negative votes. The Second Revision
failed ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70-127
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Peter Graser for submitting your CAM. The technical committee
proposed in the First Revision to allow changes to reduce the minimum conductor sizing to 16
AWG copper and 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. The revisions are based on testing submitted
in support of the use of copper-clad aluminum conductors for 10-amp circuits, and the decades of
successful use of 16 AWG copper conductors in fixture wire, motor wiring, control wiring, and
other current-carrying applications as permitted in the NEC. The technical committee heard many
testing results, reviewed all public inputs, received the Bimetallics Task Group report and great
discussion from panel members. The Technical Committee enacted were 14 eligible voters, 12
affirmative and 2 negative that created the First Revision. The Second Draft removed the actions
of the First Revision and enacted to revert to the 2020 code language. The committee statement as
follows:
The panel acted to revert to 2020 code language for the minimum size of conductors for
310.3(A), Tables 310.16 and 310.17, and wiring methods in multiple articles, including Articles
320, 330, 334, 336, and 340. To ensure public safety, further time is needed to study 14 AWG

copper-clad aluminum and 16 AWG copper as minimum conductor sizes. All of the public
comments submitted on this topic were considered by the panel. Multiple test reports were
presented to the panel as substantiation for the public comments in the 2023 revision cycle
covering 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum conductor heating at certain ampacity levels under
insulation to replicate a real-world installation. The reports point to the need for a deeper
understanding of the performance of 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. During the 2023 NEC
revision cycle, the panel received reports and presentations from:
1) the Bimetallics Task Group (conducted at an Eaton facility)
2) the Copper Development Association (conducted at a Hampton Tedder facility)
3) the Southwire company (conducted at the DB Cofer laboratory)
4) the Cable Technologies Laboratory (conducted at their facility)
5) the Cerrowire company (conducted at the Marmon Innovation and Technology Center)
The Panel also considered reports from the 2020 NEC revision cycle, including the NSF
International report. After considering all the information and results presented in the reports,
public inputs, and public comments, concerns were recognized about conductor overheating in
common, everyday installations that need to be addressed prior to reducing the allowable branch
circuit conductor size. Primarily, the evidence of excessive heat rise that occurs when wiring
methods are installed in thermal insulation needs to be addressed. Voltage drop was also identified
as a concern and needs to be addressed. To determine the appropriate code requirements to ensure
the installation of reduced branch circuit conductor sizes is both practical and safe, additional
information is required. The panel spent considerable time in developing a detailed list of test
metrics in their Second Draft statement and specified that any input submitted based on these
metrics be developed by qualified testing laboratories.

The panel has also identified remediating actions that could be taken to prevent overheating
in this type of installation, including installation restrictions, reduced ampacity values in the Article
310 tables, or ampacity adjustment requirements.
There were 14 eligible voters, 8 affirmative, and 6 negative votes. The Second Revision
failed ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

The technical committee made this statement:
The panel acted to revert to 2020 code language for the minimum size of conductors for 310.3(A),
Tables 310.16 and 310.17, and wiring methods in multiple articles, including Articles 320, 330,
334, 336, and 340. To ensure public safety, further time is needed to study 14 AWG copper-clad
aluminum and 16 AWG copper as minimum conductor sizes. All of the public comments
submitted on this topic were considered by the panel. Multiple test reports were presented to the
panel as substantiation for the public comments in the 2023 revision cycle covering 14 AWG
copper-clad aluminum conductor heating at certain ampacity levels under insulation to replicate a
real-world installation. The reports point to the need for a deeper understanding of the performance
of 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. During the 2023 NEC revision cycle, the panel received
reports and presentations from:
1) the Bimetallics Task Group (conducted at an Eaton facility)
2) the Copper Development Association (conducted at a Hampton Tedder facility)
3) the Southwire company (conducted at the DB Cofer laboratory)
4) the Cable Technologies Laboratory (conducted at their facility)
5) the Cerrowire company (conducted at the Marmon Innovation and Technology Center)
The Panel also considered reports from the 2020 NEC revision cycle, including the NSF
International report. After considering all the information and results presented in the reports,
public inputs, and public comments, concerns were recognized about conductor overheating in
common, everyday installations that need to be addressed prior to reducing the allowable branch
circuit conductor size. Primarily, the evidence of excessive heat rise that occurs when wiring
methods are installed in thermal insulation needs to be addressed. Voltage drop was also identified
as a concern and needs to be addressed. To determine the appropriate code requirements to ensure

the installation of reduced branch circuit conductor sizes is both practical and safe, additional
information is required. The panel spent considerable time in developing a detailed list of test
metrics in their Second Draft statement, and specified that any input submitted based on these
metrics be developed by qualified testing laboratories.
The panel has also identified remediating actions that could be taken to prevent overheating in this
type of installation, including installation restrictions, reduced ampacity values in the Article 310
tables, or ampacity adjustment requirements.
There were 14 eligible voters, 8 affirmative, and 6 negative votes. The Second Revision failed ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

Report of Code-Making Panel 2
Certified Amending Motion 70-60
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 2 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to thank Mr. Graser for bringing this issue forward for consideration. The rational for
the decision of this technical committee is as follows.
Correlating Committee Action
The allowance for a 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum is changed to a #12 AWG from the table for
a 10-ampere circuit to correlate with the requirements of 310.3 which permits 12 AWG copperclad aluminum as the minimum size. Table 210.24(1) is revised to 14 AWG copper as the
minimum size branch circuit conductor permitted by 310.3.
Respectfully submitted,
David G. Humphrey
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 2

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-60
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the First Draft meetings, Code-Making Panel 6 modified the ampacity tables in
Article 310 to include ratings for 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum. In response to this expansion,
Code-Making Panel 2 took action to expand requirements in Table 210.24 to include specifications
for a 10 A branch circuit that would be permitted to be installed using the 14 AWG copper-clad
aluminum. During the Second Draft meeting, CMP 2 added 16 AWG copper conductors for the
newly created provisions for 10 A branch circuits, citing the fact that CMP 6 had also added
ampacity values for 16 AWG copper during in their First Revision action. In Second Revision
actions, CMP 6 deleted ampacities for both 16 AWG copper and 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum.
The Correlating Committee is tasked at considering the actions taken by different
committees and revising the requirements to ensure correlation across the NEC. CMP 2, in adding
requirements for 10 A branch circuits, included specific limitations for 10 A branch circuits, which
are detailed in 210.23(A). These additions should be retained when possible, and while the 10 A
branch circuit has its origins in the addition of smaller conductor sizes in Article 310, the 10 A
branch circuit can still exist using larger conductor sizes. This is possible with the existing

ampacities for 14 AWG copper and 12 AWG copper-clad aluminum; however, the Correlating
Committee must also take into account the changes CMP 6 made during the Second Draft, namely,
the removal of 16 AWG copper and 14 AWG copper-clad aluminum from the ampacity tables in
Article 310. Until these conductor sizes are added to Article 310, they should not appear as a
permitted branch circuit conductor in Article 240. Second Correlating Revision 43 accurately
addresses this issue.
Additionally, the Correlating Committee recognizes the additional requirements in 240.4
for overcurrent protection for #16 AWG copper and #14 AWG copper-clad aluminum; however,
this provision may be used for specific applications and are not intended for general branch
circuits.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-63
June 2022

SUBSTANTIATION: This Motion is based solely on the code change process. No technical
discussion is anticipated by this action.
The increase to allowable building height from 4-stories non-sprinklered or 5-stories sprinklered
happened as a result of a change in the International Building Code and NFPA 5000 AFTER the
Second Draft process for the 2020 Edition of the NEC was completed. Since this building code
change resulted in a significant change to the application of the NEC, it was obviously outside of
the NFPA process and in violation of the NFPA Regulations Governing the Development of
Standards. Specifically, Section 4.2.1 prescribes the process for revising an NFPA standard,
including a public input stage and a public comment stage, Technical Committee consideration,
Technical Committee and Correlating Committing balloting, and Standards Council
consideration and issuance. In fact, none of these requirements were met. There was no public
input to alter the building height allowance, no discussion of the merits to increase the building
height limitation and no technical information was submitted or considered.
Section 4.3.3 describes the types of input that are suitable for making a change: Correlating
Input, Public Input, and Committee Input. There was no input from any source to increase the
height allowance. Ever!
Section 4.3.4.1 Describes the minimum content of a Public Input, including identification and
affiliation of the submitter, proposed text of the desired change, statement of the problem and
technical substantiation of the change. Not one of these requirements was met.

Section 4.3.9.2.2 requires the Technical Committee to develop a statement for every revision.
There was no Committee statement relating to the increase in allowable building height.
Section 4.3.9.2.3 requires a ballot by the Technical Committee for any change. There has never
been a ballot to increase the allowable building height for Type NM cable.
Section 4.4 identifies similar procedures for the Comment Stage for changes to NFPA standards.
None of these requirements were met for this issue.
Section 4.5 describes the requirements for consideration at the Technical Meeting. Since there
was no Input, no Comment, no technical discussion of the merits to increase the allowable
building height, the NFPA membership never had a chance to consider or vote on this important
change.
As this modification came about as a result of a change in a different code(s), through a different
process, without input or deliberation by the electrical experts of the Technical Committee, the
Correlating Committee, the General Membership and the Standards Council, it is clear that the
increase in allowable building height for Type NM Cable was done in violation of the
Regulations.
There is confusion on this issue because the wording of the NEC did not change and has not
changed. It is the reference to building construction type, a criteria that is controlled by other
codes and other entities not associated with NFPA 70. These different codes and officials never
considered the consequence of their actions on the wiring methods in the NEC.
There were numerous public inputs to reverse this unintended consequence and to return the
application of the NEC requirement. The Technical Committee took the position that there was
no substantiation to change the code. This is backwards reasoning since there was no
substantiation to allow the building codes to change NFPA 70. There were reams of technical

substantiation to revert back to the requirements and intent of the Standards Council decision for
the 2002 Edition of the NEC in which it was specifically stated that it would be reasonable to
allow Type NM cable in 4-story non-sprinklered buildings and 5-stories in sprinklered buildings.
There was never any consideration to allow such a radical increase to 18 (IBC) or 24 (NFPA
5000) story buildings. The Committee’s assertion that the cable doesn’t know the height of the
building is incorrect: these tall wood buildings are constructed and intended to move due to
winds, seismic activity, snow loads, settling, etc. As the least robust power wiring method in the
National Electrical Code, it is most subject to damage from this normal building movement.
There is a reason that Section 4.2 of the National Electrical Code Style Manual prohibits
reference to other codes or standards: to prevent exactly this situation from occurring.
Acceptance of this Motion will return the Type NM cable building height requirement to a
specific number of stories and will return control or the National Electrical Code where it
belongs; to the electrical experts of the Technical Committees appointed to develop that
document.

Respectfully submitted,
Joseph Andre

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70-63
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Joseph Andre for submitting your CAM.
The technical committee created a First Revision to Section 334.12 Uses Not Permitted to
reference other locations in the NEC, add (11) Where subject to physical damage except as
permitted by 334.15 and (12) For direct burial. There were 14 eligible voters, 14 affirmative votes.
At the Second Draft meeting, CMP 6 developed the following statement in response to
rejecting Public Comment 2028: “CMP 6 is aware of the impact to the building height that
increased from the existing floor limits by changes made within NFPA 5000 and the International
Building Code (IBC). Building height has no effect on the correct installation of the wiring method
nor its safe performance. The requirements of the latest procedurally approved 2021 NFPA 5000
and IBC provided by the changes affect construction and the types of materials used by design for
application within these building types. These changes in combination with cable insulation ratings
and protective devices required per code in designated occupancies maintain the minimum safe
installation requirements of the NEC for the type NM and NMC wiring method to continue per
increased floor height. No technical substantiation was provided to change the current physical

wiring method or that would show NFPA 70, NFPA 5000 and the IBC were in conflict with the
ANSI procedure for code development.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-83
June 2022

My name is Mark Fillip. I’m Chief Electrical Engineer for National Oilwell Varco in their Rig
Technologies Division and have worked for them nearly 30 years. During those years I have
specified and utilized “Type P” cable extensively.
I submitted this NITMAM because the title of Article 337 must not be changed to “Industrial
Mobile Cable: Type IM”; a cable type that does not exist and has no corresponding product
standard.
The title of Article 337 must be returned back to “Type P Cable” as was originally published in
the 2020 Edition of the NEC. A cable type that has existed for several decades and has a
corresponding product standard. The Article 337 title should be addressed in the 2026 edition of
the NEC where a full review by the public and all the effected Panels can be made in accordance
with NFPA standards regulations.
The Article 337 title change was based on Public Input 1805 and the substantiation was to provide
a cable name in an alphabetical sequence. The cable name proposed by the Public Input was
“Marine Shipboard Cable, Type P.”
The Code Panel 6 action on this Public Input resulted in FR-8562. The committee statement
indicates; change the title of Article 337 to “Drilling Rig Cable: Type P.” Code Panel 6 referred
this to the Correlating Comittee for correlation with other parts of the code; primarily Code Panel
14. However, the record showed that correlation of the first revision did not occur with Code Panel
14.

Public Comment 2136 to FR-8562 proposed to change the title of Article 337 to “Robust Industrial
Cable: Type RI.” The Code Panel 6 action (SR-8298) on this public comment was to change the
title of Article 337 to “Industrial Mobile Cable: Type IM.”
This change by Code Panel 6 is not appropriate since the name “Type P” cable is widely specified
in multiple industrial applications and is synonymous with this rugged cross-linked polyolefin
cable.
While it appears the intention of Code Panel 6 was to provide consistency with the naming
convention used for other cable types in Chapter 3, the effect of the changes made during the
second revision have inadvertently created a cable type that does not exist and has no
corresponding product standard.
Additionally, after the second revision the Correlating Committee made changes to 15 different
sections within the 500 series articles to change references from “Type P” cable to “Type IM”
cable without informing Code Panel 14. By making these changes after the second revision; there
has been no public review.
Therefore, I respectfully request that this group vote to reject the title “Industrial Mobile Cable:
Type IM” and return the Article 337 title back to “Type P Cable” as was originally published in
the 2020 Edition of the NEC.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Fillip

Report of Code-Making Panel 6
Certified Amending Motion 70- 83
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 6 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you to Mr. Mark Fillip for submitting your CAM. The technical committee
proposed in the First Draft Report to include "drilling rig cable" Type P as a revised title of Article
337 due to the conductor's use. The technical committee made changes in Second Revision 8298
to revise the title of Article 337 to Cable, "Industrial Mobile, Type IM" and also made
corresponding changes throughout Article 337. This discussion and decision was based on
allowances for the designed cables to be used in locations of industrial applications and not limit
its use to drilling rigs only.
The voting was: 14 eligible voters, 14 affirmative.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Newman Scearce
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 6

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-82
June 2022

This CAM correlates the NEC with revisions made to Article 337 per CAM 70-83 by globally
revising the term “Type IM” back to “Type P” throughout the NEC as was originally published
in the 2020 Edition.
I respectfully request that this group vote in favor of this motion.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Fillip

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-82
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the Second Draft meetings, Code-Making Panel 6 changed the title of Article 337
from "Drilling Rig Cable: Type P" to "Industrial Mobile Cable: Type IM" and changed all
references to the cable as well. As a result, a correlation issue existed between Article 337 and the
legacy use of Type P cable throughout the NEC. The Correlating Committee addressed this issue
by creating Second Correlating Revision 46, a Global Second Correlating Committee Revision,
that changed all uses of Type P cable to Type IM cable for correlation with the changes made in
Article 337 by CMP 6.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Report of Code-Making Panel 8
Certified Amending Motion 70-85
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 8 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 8 is in favor of CAM 70-85
COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT:
Ms. Megan Hayes first I want to say thank you for bringing this to our attention. To explain the
actions of the technical committee, during the first draft meeting, FR No. 7537 was created based
on PI 1276. The technical committee deleted the informational note and incorporated language as
part of the main text based on the substantiation of the public input. Although "by an approved
method" was deleted it was not the intention to remove an approved method to join HDPE.
During the second draft meeting based public comments 562, 1066 and 1415 Second Revision
8133 which incorporated “by a method identified by the manufacturer.” Once again, it was not
the intention of CMP 8 to remove an approved method to join HDPE. With that being said CMP
8 is in favor of CAM 70-85.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas E. Moore
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 8

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-120
June 2022

To address the panel’s statement for rejecting the public comment, there are many water heaters
that are cord and plug type that are installed in areas that are required to have GFCI protection of
receptacles with proven compatibility in installation today and for many years (i.e. basements,
outside, etc). There are no concerns in regards to compatibility with GFCI technology as the
electric type heating elements are a resistive type load. The cord and plug connected ones are tested
for a maximum leakage requirement of 0.75 milli-amperes per their product listing in UL 174
Household Electric Storage Tank Water Heaters. Also, testing has been performed by GFCI
manufacturers with tank and tankless, gas and electric type water heaters and have not had any
compatibility issues related to normal operation.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin S. Arnold, P.E.
Eaton

Report of the Code-Making Panel 17
Certified Amending Motion 70-120
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 17 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Mr. Arnold, thank you for your submission and interest in the NEC. I have reviewed and
considered your request. The technical committee came to the conclusion that there was not
enough substantiation provided that tank and tankless water heaters were compatible with GFCI
protection. Presently electric household storage tank water heaters are evaluated to UL 174, and
tankless (instantaneous) electric water heaters are evaluated to UL 499. Also, UL 1453 covers
commercial storage tank water heaters. In each of those standards, a leakage current test is
presently required for cord-connected products. For permanently connected water heaters, there
is no requirement to conduct a leakage test. Products that are hard wired potentially could cause
unwanted and nuisance tripping. The technical committee was unanimous in the votes regarding
this at the Second Draft meeting and the committee ballot.

Respectfully submitted,
Michael Weaver
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 17

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-115
June 2022

Everything that now appears in Section 495.4, which would be deleted by this motion, will
nevertheless remain in the NEC undisturbed. This is because, unique among the XX5
reorganization provisions, the entire content of 495.4 was duplicated from portions of Table 400.4,
and not relocated from 400.4. In this location, it accomplishes nothing, and it may result in
dangerous confusion. Persons looking for medium voltage coverage of flexible cord could be
forgiven if they thought they would find the requirements in Article 495.

This article, after all, is titled “Equipment Over 1000 volts ac, 1500 volts dc.” And here is a section
titled “Flexible Cords and Flexible Cable Types.” Remember that the entire purpose of the XX5
reorganization was to make medium voltage rules easier to find by persons not entirely familiar
with the NEC. Inexplicably, the entirety of Part III of Article 400 that addresses medium voltage
cord usage remains unduplicated in Article 400.

You can’t have it both ways. It is untenable to assert that duplicating into Article 495 the relative
handful of table entries in Article 400 addressing cords with 2000-volt ratings because users won’t
find them otherwise, and then also leave every single rule regarding their usage, all seven sections,
unduplicated in Article 400, this being because of course you are supposed to apply Chapter 4
rules generally and to their applicable extent. Any user knowing enough to find Part III of Article
400 obviously can and will find the Table 400.4 entries. If this motion fails, we will only create
dangerous confusion. If it succeeds, no content is lost, and the likely confusion averted.

This motion also corrects a serious error in the text as it would appear in the 2023 NEC. When the
table entries were duplicated, the footnote was duplicated as well, instead of having been edited
for its new location. Now in its existing location, which will remain, it covers the four cord types
in what will be Table 495.4 (G, G-GC, PPE, and W. These cords have an upper voltage rating of
2000V. However, the footnote also covers Types S, SC, SCE, SCT, SE, SEO, SEOO, SEW,
SEOW, SEOOW, SO, SOO, SOW, SOOW, ST, STO, STOW, and STOOW. None of these cords
can be used for medium voltages. This wording is correct in Table 400.4, but it is entirely incorrect
here. The Correlating Committee and CMP 9 missed this, but this coverage is outside the scope of
Article 495. An inadequately trained person may well erroneously infer that these other cord types
can be used for 2000V applications.

I have wired equipment with several of these cord types. Although they have an upper voltage
rating of 2000V, they are usually employed on equipment operating below 1000V, but requiring a
particularly robust cord construction. The lowest conventional medium voltage distribution is 2400
volts, often for industrial motors. This is why Table 430.252 has a column for these motors,
beginning at 60 hp. These cord types are not eligible for such applications. Leaving this material
unduplicated from Article 400 does not interfere in any practical way with cord selection and
usage, and avoids a very present danger for confusion.

Respectfully submitted,
Frederic P. Hartwell

Report of the Code-Making Panel 9

Certified Amending Motion 70- 115
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 9 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
First, I want to say thank you to Fred Hartwell for bringing this to our attention. To explain
what the technical committee did, the Medium Voltage Task Group was charged in relocating
Medium Voltage materials to a common place in an effort to consolidate the materials for easy
reference. The Task group followed several paths in determining a preferred method and landed
on the concept of creating parallel articles in the various parts of the NEC, including creating new
article 495 – Equipment over 1000 Volts ac. 1500 Volts dc. The draft article 495 passed ballot for
adoption into the 2023 edition. A portion of the draft, Section 495.4 Flexible Cords and Flexible
Cable Types. places requirements for construction and usage type of these cords and cables over
1000 Volts. Mr. Hartwell points out in the NITMAM that the referenced text now exists in two
places, 400.4 and 495.4 causing a duplication of the information, not a relocation. He also presents
a concern that the footnotes to article 400 do not apply to the material in the relocation/ duplication,
therefor proposing that the table duplication be removed from Article 495 and left undisturbed in
article 400 as per previous editions for accuracy and brevity.
The voting for the new Article 495 was 12 eligible voters, 9 affirmative, 3 negative

Respectfully submitted,
Rodney D. Belisle
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 9

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-66

June 2022

Article 625.41 to add qualification to include rating adjustment in accordance with 625.42(B)
1. The term "maximum" has occasionally been mis-interpreted as the highest possible
adjustment setting and therefore highest possible rating.
2. While the revisions to 625.40 and 625.42(B) are clearer, the term "maximum" in 625.41
could still be mis-interpreted. See Second Revision No. 7714 and Second Correlating
Revision No. 10.
3. Recognition of rating label being impacted in 625.42(B) should be clearly reflected in the
overcurrent sizing, but it isn’t.
4. The various revisions to articles 625 and 750, combined with the rules for NITMAMs, made
it challenging to address our concern with optimal wording, but once the intent is clear that
can be done in subsequent revisions. See our Public Comment No. 2020, SR-7715, SCR-9,
SCR-10, SR-8070, etc.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 12
Certified Amending Motion 70- 66
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 12 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and Second
Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code. The
revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and Correlating
Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards.
The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document Information
page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
The committee rejects this Certified Amending Motion.
COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT:
Paragraph 625.41 deals with sizing of the overcurrent protection device. The Certified Amending
Motion proposes to add the indicated phrase in order to clarify that the adjustment means should
be considered in the overall sizing of overcurrent protection. The adjustment means in question
is covered In 625.42. There is no reason to size the overcurrent protection device based on the
adjustment means. This is actually the reverse situation as the adjustment means is used to match
the existing overcurrent protection device. The adjustment means is something that is accessible
to the installer so that the overall rating of the equipment can be adjusted to match the sizing of
the existing circuit that is currently provided. For example, if the existing circuit is provided with
a 40 A overcurrent protection device, the electric vehicle charging equipment is adjusted from its
maximum rating down to 32 A to match the 125% sizing requirement. This adjustment means is
then locked and the equipment meets the requirements. This is done to reduce the need for the
equipment owner to have to upgrade their electrical circuit or service in order to install Electric

vehicle chargers, as this is considered to be a barrier to the acceptance of electric vehicles. As
such, CMP12 cannot support this proposed change and rejects the Certified Amending Motion.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph M. Bablo
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 12

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-64

June 2022

Article 625.54 to defer receptacle GFCI protection to 210.8
1. The only type of receptacle having GFCI protection added by this sentence is the 14-60R added
because of our public comment / Second Revision No. 7725. The Correlating Committee
comment, Public Comment No. 951, that triggered the change to this rule was questioning
repeating 210.8 in general, prior to the 14-60R being added, not recommending exceeding
it. It was the correlating committee that chose to delete the reference to 210.8 (thus adding
a requirement to the 14-60R) rather than the entire sentence (thus deferring to 210.8 for
consistency).
2. As the 14-60R is a relatively recent addition to the NEC, it is very unlikely a 14-60R located
for a portable or fastened in place EVSE (located in or very near a parking stall) will be used
for other purposes, and other rules, and the product standard UL-2231 manages the shock risk
(per our motions 70-38 & 70-39). EVSE are a lower risk from a shock perspective, not a higher
risk.
3. If the intent is to add GFCI protection of 14-60Rs, it should be a change to 210.8, not just
625.54 because unlike other utilization equipment that might use a 14-60P, EVSE are required
by 625.22 to provide Personnel Protection, per UL 2231, in a manner better suited to the
application (multiple methods, automatic retry) without compromising safety. We are not
aware of situations where the Personnel Protection of UL 2231 was not adequate, and GFCI
Class A was needed. If that were the case the revision should be to UL 2231.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 12
Certified Amending Motion 70-64
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 12 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and Second
Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code. The
revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and Correlating
Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards.
The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document Information
page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
The committee rejects this Certified Amending Motion.
COMMITTEE POSITION STATEMENT:
During the First Revision meeting, a Public Input was discussed that was aimed at clarifying the
requirement in 625.54. The Public Input resulted in a First Revision. The intent of the First
Revision was to say that all receptacles that are installed with the specific purpose of charging
electric vehicles shall be provided with ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.
This was intended to be clarified by changing the text to point to 210.8. This generated
Correlating Committee Note 50 (CN50) which asked CMP12 to review that change based on the
Style Manual requirement for referencing other paragraphs within NFPA 70. That Style Manual
requirement prohibits redundant references within code text. CN50 was submitted as PC951 for
the Second Draft Meeting. Installations of receptacles for the purpose of charging electric
vehicles would be located outdoors or in garages where the vehicles would have access.
Therefore, this requirement is already addressed in 210.8 and it is not modified within 625.41.
Based on this fact, the Style Manual prohibits the redundant references, since 210.8 already

applies. Public Comment 951 resulted in a Second Revision (SR7731) which removed the
redundant reference to 210.8.
The vote count was based on 20 eligible voters and was 19 for with 1 not returned.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph M. Bablo
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 12

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-117
June 2022

In resolving the underlying PI4066 submittal and a plethora of similar submittals from
across the country, CMP 17 continued to state in effect that it had seen no loss experience. As a
member of the NEC Committee for 32 years, I have often authored such statements in response
to public submittals to CMP 9. However, I have never supported such a response when
confronted with the actual engineering research that supports this change. In effect, CMP 17
declared that someone would have to be killed before it would act. Really? This was a
disgraceful response to the exhaustive research supporting this, one that suggested rentseeking on the part of an interest group and not technical merit.
Very unfortunately, but frankly predictably, there is now a proven record of fatalities
from failures of the single wire system to provide protection, and from an unanticipated
source. The United States Coast Guard funded an Electric Shock Drowning report
investigating 186 instances of injuries to swimmers. This report primarily informs
requirements in Article 555, and as such they are not relevant here. However, on close
examination, six of these instances were not from drowning issues at marinas; they involved
the perimeters of swimming pools squarely within the scope of Article 680.
We also have two recently documented instances of severe shock from pool perimeter
exposures in North Carolina around pools constructed with single-wire bonding that met
current NEC requirements. These incidents are now the subject of a TIA proposed to
implement limitations on single-wire bonding that are consistent with this motion. One of
those instances resulted in the complete reconstruction of the concrete pool perimeter at an
expense exceeding $16,000. The application of grid bonding as would be required by this

motion has eliminated the dangerous voltage gradients that can occur between the Faraday
cage around the water in these pools and the surrounding perimeter surface.
Although cost is never supposed to enter discussions regarding essential safety, however
unspoken it does seem to underly the resistance to this change. In fact, the marginal cost here is
trivial. A set-up of one hundred feet of three-foot wide 8 AWG copper bonding grid, including 20
split-bolt direct-burial connectors, is now available in the open market for less than $600. And,
nothing in this motion mandates a copper bonding grid; steel mesh is equally acceptable. The only
thing disallowed (except for above-ground pools that do not have comparable step-off exposures)
is the single-wire method that is now proven as ineffective.

Respectfully submitted
Frederic P. Hartwell

Report of the Code-Making Panel 17

Certified Amending Motion 70- 117
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 17 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Thank you, Mr. Hartwell, for your submission and concern for swimming pool safety. I have
reviewed and considered your request. The Technical Committee discussed at length the options
for bonding the pool perimeter surfaces and came to the conclusion that a ground ring Is still an
acceptable method for perimeter surfaces of in ground pools. A #8 copper conductor properly
Installed meets the criteria as defined in Article 90.1(A) and (B) for practical safeguarding and
adequacy. The NEC should always allow for alternate methods when possible. If In fact a copper
grid Is a better Installation nothing prevents an Installer from Installing It if they wish to. The
technical committee was unanimous in the votes regarding this at the Second Draft meeting and
the committee ballot.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Weaver
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 17

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-118
June 2022

This second revision should have been “rejected but hold” because it introduced new information
that has not had public review per 4.4.8.3.1 of the Regulations Governing the Development of
NFPA Standards. This new language will make it impossible for inspectors and installers to
comply with due to the ambiguity and use of undefined terms and concepts. The new material
added new terms and concepts that are not defined or have had public review such as "Redundant
Transfer Equipment".
•

“Redundant Transfer Equipment” has not been established or defined in NFPA
codes/standards or the industry product standard. Does “Redundant” relate to the intelligent
control logic, power switching device, a second transfer switch assembly? What level of
redundancy is being required?

•

700.5(A) states transfer equipment shall be listed. There is no product standard for
“redundant transfer equipment”, what would manufacturers use to list their “redundant
transfer equipment”?

•

The revision in Article 100 based on SR-7905 of “bypass isolation switches” to “bypass
isolation transfer switches”, will cause increased confusion. A “Bypass Isolation Switch”
is a manual, nonautomatic, or automatic operated device used in conjunction with an
automatic transfer switch to bypass the load conductors to a power source and isolate the
automatic transfer switch for maintenance. This implies that the bypass isolation switch is
one assembly, and the transfer switch is another assembly. A “Bypass Isolation Transfer
Switch” is understood in the industry to be an assembly consisting of an automatic transfer

switch and a bypass isolation switch. As such the definition of “Transfer Switch, Bypass
Isolation” in Article 100 based on SR-7905 is incorrect and needs to be revised. In addition,
the definition of “bypass isolation switch” needs to be retained.
•

The revision of the requirement from “emergency loads are supplied by a single automatic
transfer switch” to “emergency loads are supplied by a single feeder” lacks clarity and is
subject to broad interpretation/enforcement. Does this mean, if the emergency loads are
supplied from two separate automatic transfer switches, each supplied from a single feeder,
that both must meet this requirement?

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin S. Arnold, P.E.
Eaton

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motion 70-118
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP-13 changed the title of subsection 700.7(B) from “Bypass Isolation Switches” to Bypass
Isolation Transfer Switches” to correlate with the defined term in Article 100 and changed the
content of this subsection back to the 2020 language, except that instead of ‘inadvertent parallel
operation’ being avoided, it now must be prevented. CMP-13 added a new subsection (D) for
“Redundant Transfer Equipment” that describes the functionality that’s needed when loads are
supplied by a single feeder rather than describing how this is accomplished.
CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters. 16 voted affirmative, 5 voted negative, and 2 ballots were not
returned.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-72
June 2022

Listen up fire-fighters and fire marshals. This is critical for your fire-fighting capabilities!
Public Comment 351 sought to add two Informational Notes in 708.4(B), to help clarify and give
examples of the naturally occurring and human-caused hazards that are considered in the risk
assessment for Critical Operations Power Systems, often called COPS. Those two informational
notes read as follows:
Informational Note No. 1: A geomagnetic disturbance (GMD), is an example of a
naturally occurring hazard.
Informational Note No. 2: An electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and an intentional
electromagnetic interference (IEMI) are examples of a human-caused hazard.
The Informational Notes in Comment 351 would not add any requirements to the NEC, but rather
inform the user about several types of hazards for which most users of the NEC are not now
including in the risk assessment.
Why is this comment important to our safety and fire-fighting capabilities?
The most significant type of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is created by a nuclear or specialized
conventional bomb. An EMP bomb produces three types of waves, E1 (very short duration, in
microseconds), E2(medium duration, similar to lightning), and E3 (long duration, in seconds, like
a solar flare or sun spot). An E1 is an extremely powerful electromagnetic wave that can impress
50,000 to 100,000 volts per meter on every piece of electronic and electrical equipment. If
exploded in the atmosphere over the Midwest, the E1 wave will destroy most unprotected
electronics and electronically controlled equipment, across much of our country, so fire-fighting
communications will not operate, fire trucks will not function, fire-pumps and booster pumps will

not pump, and elevators will not work. Control systems, often called SCADA systems, will not
control their loads, causing, for example, explosions and fires in pipelines. The E3 from a nuclear
or conventional EMP bomb will destroy outdoor bulk power transformers starting fires and taking
down large portions or all of the electrical grid. But, fire-fighting capabilities will already have
been severely limited by the E1 wave that took out the electronics in microseconds.
For a look at another type of E3, let’s go back in time to 1859. About the only common electrical
equipment back then was the telegraph. That year a tremendous geomagnetic disturbance (GMD),
solar flare, or sun spot, hit the earth and started fires on the desks of telegraph operators. The E3
pulse from a GMD lasts for many seconds, minutes, or days, and today would not start fires in
telegraph offices like it did in 1859, but would destroy big bulk power transformers, starting fires
and taking down much or all of our electrical grid for up to several months or even years,
depending upon the severity of the solar flare. Fire-fighting capabilities will be overwhelmed,
especially after on-site, emergency diesel fuel was quickly exhausted.
The last type of EMP is called an Intentional Electromagnetic Interference or IEMI. An IEMI,
created by internet-purchased, readily available, off-the-shelf parts, is much less powerful than the
E1 wave from an EMP bomb. However, twenty vans with IEMI devices, could easily shut down
entire industries, such as water utilities, which would significantly reduce our fire-fighting
capabilities.
Article 708 is concerned with the safety and continuity of critical systems, especially during
emergency situations. GMD, EMP, and IEMI are examples of the types of hazards that are
appropriately identified in the risk assessment of critical operations power systems.
While EMP, GMD, and IEMI protection is not now required in the NEC, our Department of
Defense has already hardened our most critical defenses against these hazards. Until this 2023

NEC cycle, no mitigation requirements have been proposed or adopted into the NEC. The two
informational notes are necessary to raise awareness to the necessity for considering these hazards
in the risk assessment.
Please vote with me to add these two informational notes to the list of hazards to be considered in
the risk assessment. These potential hazards are elevated even higher today with the war in
Ukraine and the heightened fear of a World War III. And, we certainly do not want to lose our
fire-fighting capabilities when we need them the most.

Respectfully submitted,
Vincent Saporita

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motion 70-72
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP-13 concluded that an informational note describing a geomagnetic disturbance as a naturally
occurring hazard, and an informational note describing Electromagnetic Pulses and Intentional
Electromagnetic Interference (IEMI) as human-caused events were not needed since protections
for these systems are untenable and impractical.
The Public Comment was rejected.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-107
June 2022

Safety and protection of our electrical infrastructure as required by the NEC. Cybersecurity
protection fits into the purpose & scope of the code to protect these systems when connected to
external networks. Cyber-attacks on electrical infrastructure and control systems need practical
safeguarding so to protect persons and property from hazards arising from the use of electricity.
These attacks could cause failure to operate or dangerous operation of electrical equipment and
systems (90.1 (A)).

Cybersecurity protection fits into the Scope of the NEC as electrical

installations are now being connected to external networks. These networks can provide access to
interrupt control and operation of equipment designed for providing safety for persons within
residential, commercial, and industrial locations.

Cybersecurity should be considered as an aspect of safety and reliability in addition to the other
factors affecting critical operation power systems. If an attacker can affect the control and energy
management systems, individual sensors, or other IoT devices to the point of either preventing
normal operation or displaying the appearance of normal operation while failing the system, such
as providing indication that a generator has started but it has not, creates an unsafe condition. The
increase in cyber-attacks on government, industrial, utility, and other installations that have critical
operations power systems can be made to create unsafe conditions. Examples of these unsafe
conditions can be changing overcurrent protection rating of a circuit breaker, generator controls,
SCADA systems, security systems, emergency communication functions, motor controllers, or
fire protection systems. The public input is focused only on critical operation power systems that
can be controlled from external communication networks such as the internet. These connections

Internal

can be wired, wireless, or use other data media. Cybersecurity is essential to expand the safety and
security of critical operation power systems. The U.S. has seen an increasing number of cyberattacks on the 911 Call Center infrastructure. While a lot of these attacks are designed to
overburden the communication system, they can attack the power system infrastructure and its
emergency back-up systems.

https://www.varonis.com/blog/cybersecurity-statistics/
- 71% of data breaches were financially motivated and 25% were motivated by espionage
- Cybersecurity breaches have increased by 11% since 2018 and 67% since 2014
- 61% of organizations have experienced an IoT security incident
- IoT devices experience an average of 5,200 attacks per month
- The cost of a data breach in the healthcare industry was $6.5 Million
- Average cost of a malware attack on a company is $2.6M

Please support this Certified Amending Motion.

Respectfully submitted,
Keith Waters, P.E. C.E.M.

Internal

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motion 70-107
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP-13 recognized the importance of cybersecurity but supported the removal of these
requirements from 708.7 to avoid a false sense of security based on several factors:
• Requirements don't sufficiently address system reconfiguration changes that happen
regularly
• There is no definition of which reconfiguration events require recertification
• Assessments needed on an ongoing basis since potential treats continually evolve.
• Secure networking devices can become insecure by user configurations.
• 5-year assessment interval is unenforceable
• Documenting assessment risks may Increase system vulnerability
CMP-13 determined these requirements would be better addressed by a new Industry standard
for cybersecurity developed outside the NEC.
CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters; The votes were 17 affirmative, 4 negative, and 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-121
June 2022

This second revision should have been “reject but hold” because it introduced new information
that has not had public review per 4.4.8.3.1 of the Regulations Governing the Development of
NFPA Standards. This new language will make it impossible for inspectors and installers to
comply with due to the ambiguity and use of undefined terms and concepts. The new material
added new terms and concepts that are not defined or have had public review such as "Redundant
Transfer Equipment".
•

“Redundant Transfer Equipment” has not been established or defined in NFPA
codes/standards or the industry product standard. Does “Redundant” relate to the intelligent
control logic, power switching device, a second transfer switch assembly? What level of
redundancy is being required?

•

708.24(A) states transfer equipment shall be listed. There is no product standard for
“redundant transfer equipment”, what would manufacturers use to list their “redundant
transfer equipment”?

•

The revision in Article 100 based on SR-7905 of “bypass isolation switches” to “bypass
isolation transfer switches”, will cause increased confusion. A “Bypass Isolation Switch”
is a manual, nonautomatic, or automatic operated device used in conjunction with an
automatic transfer switch to bypass the load conductors to a power source and isolate the
automatic transfer switch for maintenance. This implies that the bypass isolation switch is
one assembly, and the transfer switch is another assembly. A “Bypass Isolation Transfer
Switch” is understood in the industry to be an assembly consisting of an automatic transfer

switch and a bypass isolation switch. As such the definition of “Transfer Switch, Bypass
Isolation” in Article 100 based on SR-7905 is incorrect and needs to be revised. In addition,
the definition of “bypass isolation switch” needs to be retained.
•

The requirements in 708.24(D) refer to a “bypass isolation transfer switch” and this should
be included in the title of this section.

•

The revision of the requirement from “COPS loads are supplied by only one automatic
transfer switch” to “COPS loads are supplied by a single feeder” lacks clarity and is subject
to broad interpretation/enforcement. Does this mean, if the COPS loads are supplied from
two separate automatic transfer switches, each supplied from a single feeder, that both must
meet this requirement?

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin S. Arnold, P.E.
Eaton

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motion 70- 121
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP-13 changed the title of subsection 708.24(B) from “Bypass Isolation Switches” to Bypass
Isolation Transfer Switches” to correlate with the defined term in Article 100 and changed the
content of this subsection back to the 2020 language, except that instead of ‘inadvertent parallel
operation’ being avoided, it now must be prevented. CMP-13 revised subsection (D) for
“Redundant Transfer Equipment” to parallel the language in 700.5(D) which describes the
functionality that’s needed when loads are supplied by a single feeder rather than describing how
this is accomplished.
CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters. The vote was 17 affirmative, 4 negative and 2 not returned.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-73
June 2022

Listen up fire-fighters, fire marshals, and other first responders. This is critical not only for
your fire-fighting capabilities but for all first responder capabilities!
Article 708 covers Critical Operations Power Systems, often called COPS, which require
continuous operations for reasons of public safety, emergency management, national security, or
business continuity. These are systems that have been deemed necessary by governmental
authority. Public Comment 350 did not add requirements for cybersecurity, cyberweapon, EMP,
GMD and IEMI protection, but rather called for the COPS to be identified for these threats or for
a threat assessment to be completed. The NEC provides guidance for the word “identified”. It
gives examples such as listing or labeling, or review by an inspection agency or other organization
concerned with evaluations. While this “identified” option would seem to be the safest and most
thorough, the other option is to complete an assessment of the COPS vulnerabilities to these
threats.
Why is this comment important to our safety and first responder capabilities? The most significant
type of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is created by a nuclear or specialized conventional bomb.
An EMP bomb produces three types of waves, E1 (very short duration, in microseconds), E2
(medium duration, similar to lightning), and E3 (long duration, in seconds, like a solar flare or sun
spot). The E1 is an extremely powerful electromagnetic wave that can impress 50,000 to 100,000
volts per meter on every piece of electronic and electronically controlled equipment. If exploded
in the atmosphere over the Midwest, the E1 wave will destroy most unprotected electronics and
electronically-controlled equipment, across the country, so fire-fighting communications will not
operate, fire trucks will not function, fire-pumps and booster-pumps will not pump, and elevators

will not work.

Control systems, often called SCADA systems, will not control their loads,

causing, for example, explosions and fires in pipelines. The E3 wave from a nuclear or
conventional EMP bomb will destroy outdoor bulk power transformers, starting fires and taking
down large portions or even all of the electrical grid. But, fire-fighting capabilities will already
have been severely limited by the E1 pulse that took out the electronics and electronically
controlled equipment in microseconds. For a look at another type of E3 wave, let’s go back in
time to 1859. About the only common electrical equipment back then was the telegraph. That
year a tremendous geomagnetic disturbance (GMD), solar flare, or sun spot, hit the earth and
started fires on the desks of telegraph operators. The E3 wave from a GMD lasts for many seconds,
minutes, or days, and today would not start fires in telegraph offices like it did in 1859, but would
destroy big bulk power transformers, taking down much or all of our electrical grid for up to several
months or even years, depending upon the severity of the solar flare. Fire-fighting capabilities will
be overwhelmed, especially after on-site, emergency diesel fuel was quickly exhausted. The last
type of EMP is called an Intentional Electromagnetic Interference or IEMI. An IEMI, created by
internet-purchased, readily available, off-the-shelf parts, is much less powerful than the E1 wave
from an EMP bomb. However, twenty vans with IEMI devices could easily shut down entire
industries, such as water utilities, which would significantly reduce our fire-fighting capabilities.
While EMP, GMD, and IEMI protection are not now required in the NEC, our Department of
Defense has already hardened our most critical defenses against these hazards. Until this 2023
NEC cycle, no mitigation requirements have been proposed or adopted into the NEC. As for
cybersecurity and cyberweapons we are constantly hearing about the need to protect critical
infrastructure against cyber-attack for equipment connected to the internet, so that is a no-brainer
to add for COPS. However, equipment does not need to be connected to the internet in order to

be damaged or destroyed by cyber threats. Equipment can be damaged or destroyed by cyber
weapons such as malicious computer worms that attack SCADA (control) systems. A great
example is the Stuxnet worm, a cyberweapon developed through US-Israeli cooperation, that
destroyed the centrifuges in Iran. With that in mind, cyberweapon was added to the list of threats.
Article 708 is concerned with the safety and continuity of critical systems, especially during
emergency situations. Cybersecurity, cyberweapons, GMD, EMP, and IEMI are all examples of
the types of threats that need to be addressed for critical operations power systems to function
when they are needed most. While it appears that the NEC® is not ready to require actual EMP
or cybersecurity protection at this time, the security and future of our country is at stake. While
the option for an assessment is still not a requirement for protection, acceptance of this NITMAM
will at least bring the subject to the attention of owners, design engineers, electrical contractors,
and electrical inspectors, and set the stage for actual installation requirements in future editions of
the NEC®.
Please vote with me to require that COPS be identified for these threats or that an assessment be
completed to address the vulnerabilities associated with these threats. The potential hazards are
elevated even higher today with the war in Ukraine, the constant cyber-attacks on our systems and
infrastructure, and the fear of World War III. We want to be certain that our COPS function when
they are needed most and certainly do not want to lose our fire-fighting capabilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Vincent Saporita

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motion 70-73
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP-13 concluded that identifying systems for Cybersecurity, Cyberweapon, Electromagnetic
Pulse Protection (EMP), Geomagnetic Disturbances (GMD) and Intentional Electromagnetic
Interference (IEMI) protections, and assessment analyses for vulnerabilities to these systems, is
untenable and Impractical.
The Public Comment was rejected.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-49
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-160 and several other SCRs (see table below)
should be rejected since the action introduces (1) a technical change in the requirements, and (b)
creates a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically fabricated for environmental air do not
enumerate the cables; instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way to remove
optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article
722 beginning with the deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722; and
return the optical fiber requirements to Article 770.
This CAM-49 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.
CAM #
70-48

Section
770.113

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.

70-49

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

Article 722
Title

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-49
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public input was submitted to relocate all limited energy, fault
managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new article, specifically Article 722. CodeMaking Panel 3 accepted the public input. During the same time period, a companion public input
was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references to optical fiber cable types and
their general installation requirements in Article 770. CMP 16 rejected this public input. The
Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722, and as such created a Correlating
Note and Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action and to remove such
references. During the Second Draft, CMP 16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 during their
Second Draft Correlating Committee meeting and determined that Article 722 would in the long
run eliminate redundancy and improve usability. The Correlating Committee therefore removed
the references to optical fiber cable types and their general installation requirements in Article 770
to correlate with Article 722.

The Correlating Committee reviewed the title to new Article 722 and determined that it
contained not only limited energy cables but optical fiber and fault managed cables. To improve
clarity the Correlating Committee created Second Correlating Revision 160 to revise the title to
more clearly define the content of the new article.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-51
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-126 for Section 722.1 and several other SCRs (see
table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change in the
requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically fabricated for environmental air do not
enumerate the cables; instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way to remove
optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article
722 beginning with the deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722; and
return the optical fiber requirements to Article 770.
This CAM-51 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

Section
770.113

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.

70-49

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

Article 722
Title

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-51
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public input was submitted to CMP-3 to relocate all limited
energy, fault managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new article, specifically
Article 722.

The hope for this article was to improve usability and eliminate redundancy

throughout Chapter 7. Code-Making Panel 3 accepted the public input. During the same time
period, a companion public input was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references
to optical fiber cable types and their general installation requirements in Article 770 in order to
correlate with the suggested actions taken in Article 722.

CMP 16 rejected this public. The

Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722, and as such created a Correlating
Note and Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action and to remove such
references. During the Second Draft, CMP 16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 and continues to
accept the action to create a new Article 722 to improve usability and eliminate redundancy. To
better correlate the new article with Article 770 a reference in Section 770.3(F) was added.

Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-24
June 2022

The installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits. Therefore,
removing the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault PowerLimited Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good
usability of the National Electrical Code. Instead, Article 722 should be adjusted to make
reference to the installation requirements already in Article 770. Optical fiber cable can also be
installed with low, medium, and high voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited
circuits. Therefore Section 722.24(B)-Mechanical Execution of Work-Support of Cables
Exception No. 2 should be modified to read as follows:
Exception No. 2: Overhead (For the exception on overhead (aerial) spans of optical fiber cable
Refer to Section 770.133(D). cables shall be permitted to be attached to the exterior of a
raceway-type mast intended for the attachment and support of such cables

Respectfully submitted,
William J. McCoy

Report of Code-Making Panel 3
Certified Amending Motion 70-24
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 3 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 3 was tasked with a tremendous amount of work during the last revision cycle. Our
focus was on improving the usability of the NEC. The intent was to remove redundancy and
present requirements in a more logical manner. Most of the work this cycle was not technical
because we were relocating existing requirements. CMP 3 created three new Articles and
completely revised Article 725 which is now installation requirements for power-limited circuits.
Article 722 was created for the purpose of having all cable requirements in one article. Article
724 was created to separate Class 1 circuits from other power-limited systems. Article 726 was
created for Class 4 Fault-Managed Power Systems. CMP 3 realizes this is a work in process and
we look forward to the next revision cycle with public input to continue improving the NEC.
Revisions made this cycle will improve training programs because better training material will be
developed because of improving the usability of the NEC.
CMP 3 rejected Public Comment 111 with the committee statement "Optical fiber cables
are included in Article 722 and therefore the exception should remain in 722 as is." Article 722
is specific to cables, including optical fiber cables, used in Class 2 and Class 3 power-limited

circuits, power-limited fire alarm (PLFA) circuits, and Class 4 fault-managed power circuits.
Having the exception in its entirety in Article 722 is more user friendly than having to find it in
another article.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert A. Jones
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 3

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-53
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SR-8466 for Section 722.135 and several other SCRs
(see table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change in the
requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts.
In the existing Section 770.113(B)(1), the length of optical fiber cable permitted in “ducts
specifically fabricated for environmental air” is a maximum of 1.22 m (4 ft). In contrast, the new
language in Section 722.135(B) limits the cable lengths to “Cables in lengths as short as practicable
to perform the required function”. The correlating committee statement to SCR-110 refers
incorrectly to 722.135(A) where it should reference 722.135(B). The Correlating Committee
action on SR-8466 and SCR-110 introduces this technical change in the requirements contrary to
its commission to make only correlating changes, not technical changes.
This CAM-53 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

70-49

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft

text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of Code-Making Panel 3
Certified Amending Motion 70-53
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 3 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
CMP 3 was tasked with a tremendous amount of work during the last revision cycle. Our focus
was on improving the usability of the NEC. The intent was to remove redundancy and present
requirements in a more logical manner. Most of the work this cycle was not technical because we
were relocating existing requirements. CMP 3 created three new Articles and completely revised
Article 725 which is now installation requirements for power-limited circuits. Article 722 was
created for the purpose of having all cable requirements in one article. Article 724 was created to
separate Class 1 circuits from other power-limited systems. Article 726 was created for Class 4
Fault-Managed Power Systems. CMP 3 realizes this is a work in process and we look forward to
the next revision cycle with public input to continue improving the NEC. Revisions made this
cycle will improve training programs because better training material will be developed because
of improving the usability of the NEC.
CMP 3 accepted Second Revision 8466 with the committee statement “Section 722.135 has been
revised to comply with the NEC Style Manual. Section 722.135(H) provides a pointer to 724.144
for 4-pair cable. Section 722.135(I) was added to provide requirements for installation of circuit

conductors extending beyond one building. Section 722.135(J) was added to address raceway fill
for optical fiber cables.” There were 19 eligible votes 1 was not returned and 18 were
affirmative all.
Article 722 includes requirements for optical fiber cables used in Class 2 and Class 3 powerlimited circuits, power-limited fire alarm (PLFA) circuits, and Class 4 fault-managed power
circuits and it is appropriate to have the optical fiber cable raceway fill in Section 722.135(J).
Respectfully submitted,
Robert A. Jones
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 3

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-55
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-109 for Section 770.3 and several other SCRs (see
table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change in the
requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts. This
CAM 70-55 restores the optical fiber cable requirements to Article 770.
This CAM-55 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

70-49

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of Code-Making Panel 16
Certified Amending Motion 70-55
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 16 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
Code-Making Panel 16 has worked on making the rule regarding optical fiber cables in Article
770 clear and self-contained. This was to allow a user to reference Article 770 anytime optical
fiber cables were in use. Optical fiber cables are used in other than power limited circuits which
are in Article 722. This CAM is intended to reinstate the requirements that the Correlating
committee moved to Article 722. It would be in the best interest of code usage to keep the
general requirements which apply to all optical fiber cables in article 770 and have Article 722
reference Article 770 for the specific uses outlined in that article.
(Note: There are several CAM's 70-48 through 70-58 that are intended to fully correct this issue.
The intent being to retain Article 722 for cables for power limited cables but restore the
requirements for optical fiber cables in Article 770 which is titled Optical Fiber Cables. This is
important since optical fiber cables are used in more than just power limited circuits. If the other
CAMs noted do not pass, then this one is moot)
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence Todd
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 16

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-56
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-136 for Section 770.110 and 770.111 and several
other SCRs (see table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change
in the requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts.
This CAM 70-56 restores the optical fiber cable requirements to Article 770.
This CAM-56 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

70-49

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-56
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public input was submitted to relocate all limited energy, fault
managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new article, specifically Article 722. CodeMaking Panel 3 accepted the public input. During the same time period, a companion public input
was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references to optical fiber cable types and
their general installation requirements in Article 770. CMP 16 rejected this public input. During
their First Draft Review, the Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722, and as
such created a Correlating Note/Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action and to
remove such references. During the Second Draft, CMP16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 during their
Second Draft Correlating Committee meeting and determined that Article 722 would in the long
run eliminate redundancy and improve usability. The Correlating Committee deleted Section
770.110 except for 770.110(C) to eliminate duplication and correlate with new 722.135. The first
sentence in 770.110 was revised and 770.111 was created which now contains the language
formerly in 770.110(C).

Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-48
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-110 should be rejected since the action introduces (1) a
technical change in the requirements, and (b) creates a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within
air ducts.
In the existing Section 770.113(B)(1), the length of optical fiber cable permitted in “ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air” is a maximum of 1.22 m (4 ft). In contrast, the new language in Section
722.135(B) limits the cable lengths to “Cables in lengths as short as practicable to perform the required
function”. The correlating committee statement to SCR-110 refers incorrectly to 722.135(A) where it
should reference 722.135(B). The Correlating Committee action on SCR-110 introduces this technical
change in the requirements contrary to its commission to make only correlating changes, not technical
changes.
Secondly, the related SCR-135 action to the existing test of 770.154 to delete the 4 foot requirement
conflicts with NFPA 90A.The existing text of 770.113(B)(1) correlates with the requirements of NFPA
90A for wiring in air ducts; see NFPA 90A-2021 section 4.3.4.2 “Wiring shall be permitted to be
installed in air ducts only if the wiring is directly associated with the air distribution system and does not
exceed 1.22 m (4 ft).” The Standards Council in, decision 80-60, assigned primary responsibility for
combustibles in plenums to the Committee on Air Conditioning, which is responsible for NFPA 90A:
Standard for the Installation of Air-Conditioning and Ventilating systems. The first draft text of 770.113
had “Uses Permitted” and “Uses Not Permitted” for optical fiber cables installed in (A) Ducts Specifically
Fabricated for Environmental Air, (B) Other Spaces Used for Environmental Air” , (C ) Risers, etc.
through (J). Section 722.135 uses a table in place of the text in the first draft of 770.113 and eliminates
the “Uses Not Permitted” requirements, which is a technical change

This CAM-48 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to Article
770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits, the removal of
the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber Cables) and relocating
these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited Circuits, Fault-Managed
Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of the National Electrical
Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high voltage circuits and is not
restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference to the installation requirements
already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending Motions for affected sections of Articles 722
and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

70-49

70-51

70-24

70-53

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-48
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public input was submitted to relocate all limited energy, fault
managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new article, specifically Article 722. CodeMaking Panel 3 accepted the public input. During the same time period, a companion public input
was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references to optical fiber cable types and
their general installation requirements in Article 770. CMP 16 rejected this public input. During
their First Draft Review, the Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722, and as
such created a Correlating Note and Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action
and to remove such references. During the Second Draft, CMP 16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 during their
Second Draft Correlating Committee meeting and determined that Article 722 would in the long
run eliminate redundancy and improve usability. The Correlating Committee therefore removed
the references to optical fiber cable types and their general installation requirements in Article 770
to correlate with Article 722.
Respectfully submitted,

Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-57
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-135 for Section 770.154 and several other SCRs
(see table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change in the
requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts. This
CAM 70-57 restores the optical fiber cable requirements to Article 770 and reverses the technical
change made by SCR-135.
The SCR-135 action to delete the existing 4 foot requirement in Section 770.154 conflicts with
NFPA 90A.The existing text of 770.113(B)(1) correlates with the requirements of NFPA 90A for
wiring in air ducts; see NFPA 90A-2021 section 4.3.4.2 “Wiring shall be permitted to be installed
in air ducts only if the wiring is directly associated with the air distribution system and does not
exceed 1.22 m (4 ft).” The Standards Council in, decision 80-60, assigned primary responsibility
for combustibles in plenums to the Committee on Air Conditioning, which is responsible for NFPA
90A: Standard for the Installation of Air-Conditioning and Ventilating systems. The first draft text
of 770.113 had “Uses Permitted” and “Uses Not Permitted” for optical fiber cables installed in (A)
Ducts Specifically Fabricated for Environmental Air, (B) Other Spaces Used for Environmental
Air” , (C ) Risers, etc. through (J). Section 722.135 uses a table in place of the text in the first draft
of 770.113 and eliminates the “Uses Not Permitted” requirements, which is a technical change
This CAM-57 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber

Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.
CAM #
70-48

70-49

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)
770.110 &
770.111

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article
722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.

70-57

70-58

770.154

770.179

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-57
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public input was submitted to Code-Making Panel 3 to
relocate all limited energy, fault managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new
article, specifically Article 722. The hope for this article was to improve usability and eliminate
redundancy throughout Chapter 7. CMP 3 accepted the public input. During the same time period,
a companion public input was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references to
optical fiber cable types and their general installation requirements in Article 770 in order to
correlate with the suggested actions taken in Article 722.

CMP 16 rejected this public. The

Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722, and as such created a Correlating
Note and Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action and to remove such
references. During the Second Draft, CMP 16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 and determined
that Article 722 would in the long run eliminate redundancy and improve usability. Table 770.154
and the cable substitution charts are examples of this redundancy where they are repeated in
approximately 4 different articles in Chapters 7 and 8. The relocation of this information to one

location In Article 722 will satisfy the style manual by eliminating redundancy and improve
usability.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-58
June 2022

The Correlating Committee action under SCR-111 for Section 770.179 and several other SCRs
(see table below) should be rejected since the actions introduce (1) technical change in the
requirements, and (b) create a conflict with NFPA 90A-2021 for wiring within air ducts. This
CAM 70-58 restores the optical fiber cable requirements to Article 770.
This CAM-58 is one of a series of CAMs with objectives to retain the new Article 722 for “PowerLimited and Fault-Managed Power Circuits” and restore the requirements for Optical Fibers to
Article 770. Since the installation of optical fiber cable involves more than power-limited circuits,
the removal of the installation requirements of optical fiber cable from Article 770 (Optical Fiber
Cables) and relocating these requirements to the new Article 722 (Cables for Fault Power-Limited
Circuits, Fault-Managed Power Circuits, and Optical Fiber) does not promote good usability of
the National Electrical Code®. Optical fiber cable can also be installed with low, medium, and high
voltage circuits and is not restricted to power-limited circuits. Instead, Article 722 should reference
to the installation requirements already in Article 770. The correlating Certified Amending
Motions for affected sections of Articles 722 and 770 are shown below for reference.

CAM #
70-48

70-49

Section
770.113

Article 722
Title

Summary of Correlating CAM Motion
Reject SCR-110 which deletes 770.113,
CAM Action = restore 770.113 to Article 770.
Reject Identifiable Part of SCR-160,
CAM Action = delete “, and Optical Fiber” from the title of Article 722.
The requirements for cables installed in ducts specifically
fabricated for environmental air do not enumerate the cables;
instead it simply refers to “cables”. Consequently, the only way
to remove optical fiber cables from this section is to remove the
inclusion of optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the
deletion of optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article

70-51

70-24

70-53

70-55

70-56

70-57

70-58

722.1

722.24(B)
Exception
No. 2

722.135

770.3(E)

770.110 &
770.111

770.154

770.179

722.
Reject an Identifiable Part of SCR-126.
CAM Action = delete “,and optical fiber installations” from the scope of
Article 722
As noted in CAM-70-49 above, the only way to remove optical
fiber cables from Section 722.1 is to remove the inclusion of
optical fiber cables in Article 722 beginning with the deletion of
optical fiber cables from the title and scope of Article 722.
Accept PC-11
CAM Action = Revise 722.24(B)
Necessary correlating action to remove optical fiber cables from
sections of Article 722 - submitted by William McCoy
Reject Identifiable Parts of SR- 8466
CAM Action Delete substitutions for Cable Types OFNP, OFCP, OFNG, OFN, OFCG and
OFC in Table 722.135(E).
Delete 722.135(J) Raceway Fill for Optical Fiber Cables
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to remove optical fiber cables from Article 722.
Reject SCR-109
CAM Action = Delete 770.3(E)
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables to Article 770.
Reject an identifiable part of SCR-136
CAM Action =
Delete changes to 770.110 and restore it to the First Draft text.
No change to the revision of 770.111
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-135
CAM Action = Reverse the deletion of 770.154 and restore 770.154 to the
First Draft text
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs
listed here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article
722 to Article 770.
Reject SCR-111
CAM Action = Delete changes to 770.179 and restore it to the Second Draft
text as modified by CMP-16 action on PC-395
This is one of the necessary correlating actions to the CAMs listed
here to return optical fiber cables from sections of Article 722 to
Article 770.

Respectfully submitted,
Trevor N. Bowmer

Report of the Correlating Committee on the
National Electrical Code

Certified Amending Motion 70-58
June 2022

The Report of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code is presented as
found in the First Draft Report and Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of
NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.

The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the

responsible Technical Committees and Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on
the next edition tab of the Document Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
During the first draft stage, a public Input was submitted to relocate all limited energy,
fault managed and optical fiber conductors and cables into a new article, specifically Article 722.
Code-Making Panel 3 accepted the public input. During the same time period, a companion public
input was submitted to Code-Making Panel 16 to remove all references to optical fiber cable types
and their general installation requirements in Article 770.

CMP 16 rejected this public input.

During their First Draft Review, the Correlating Committee approved the creation of Article 722,
and as such created a Correlating Note/Public Comment asking CMP 16 to reconsider their action
and to remove such references. During the Second Draft, CMP 16 again rejected the removal.
The Correlating Committee reviewed the actions of both CMPs 3 and 16 during their Second Draft
Correlating Committee meeting and determined that Article 722 would in the long run eliminate
redundancy and improve usability. Section 770.179 (Part VI) was deleted by the Correlating
Committee except for the first sentence as a reference to 722.179 to eliminate
duplication and correlate with new 722.179.

Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence S. Ayer
on behalf of the Correlating Committee on the National Electrical Code

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-74
June 2022

Article 750.30(C) to delete redundant text referencing EMS that limit current:
1. The preamble to the section (750.30) already contains similar qualification for all the first
level subdivisions (A) through (C) so it is unnecessary for the first subdivision (C) to
indicate when the second level subdivisions apply. The only reason to use an EMS is to
limit current on a conductor, and Article 750 is specific to EMS.
2. The definition of Load Management (and Energy Management System) in Article 100 also
renders the text redundant.
See the definition of Energy Management System and Load Management in Article 100, Article
750 EMS, and Section 750.30 Load Management.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-74
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-75
June 2022

Article 750.30 to delete terms “connected” and “per 220.70” from (C)(1)(1)
1. It is adequate to say the EMS setpoint can be used to calculate the load. The term
“connected” load confuses the concept. The connected load can differ from the calculated
load due to demand factors, specific-purpose, specific load, noncoincident load, existing
loads, etc., calculation methods.
2. Section 220.70 is in Part III of the article specific to Feeder and Service Load Calculations
and is also specific to EMS but 750.30(C) refers to Load Management capacity of
branches, feeders or services. Subdivision 625.42(A) covers the branch circuits of EMS
applied to EVSE, but the concept of EMS per 750.30 is generic such as 700.4(B), etc., thus
removing reference to 220.70 enables it to be used more generically.
3. The type of EMS load management described by this wording is only one type (based on
the under-development standard) and removing these terms simplifies application to other
types of EMS.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-75
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-76
June 2022

Article 750.30 to delete terms “use monitoring” and “cease”
1. There are multiple forms of EMS described in the under-development standard, and some use
calculation of known load rather than external monitoring and reduce rather than cease current
to achieve a safe state in the event of certain failures.
2. The current wording dictates, or assumes, the only safe state is to cease functioning. Since
EMS is now generic and could include optional standby, legally required, and emergency loads
per 700.4(B), 701.4(C), 702.4(A)(2), or 708.22(B), or lighting per 220.42(B), so assuming
loads should be shut off could be problematic.
3. The EV Energy Management Systems standard (under-development) describes types
including: single vs. multi-dwelling type, tiered (eg. branch, feeder, service), central control
vs. integral (to EVSE), local control vs. remote (incl. cloud), line-side switched vs. variable
output, multi-head or equivalent (simple branch circuit sharing), aggregating vs. externally
monitored, etc. types. Of those, only the line-side switched system is necessarily simple on/off
such that ceasing is the most common response to most failure modes.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-76
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-77

June 2022

Article 750.30 to consolidate setting means down to two means (physical, or password).
1. A removable cover is basically equivalent to a door. A tool is basically equivalent to a
lock or seal, in terms of the NEC. A password is always to software of some sort. Software
is not a defined term, nor is a tool, removeable, cover, or door, whereas sealable equipment
states sealing or locking. Therefore, why say in five sentences what can be stated in two?
2. Can you really make a password accessible only to qualified personnel? How is that
enforced? Is that equivalent to requiring a screwdriver or other tool? You can however
require the original password to come from the manufacturer (shipped in the box,
downloaded from an app, etc.) to somewhat screen the recipient.
3. Software can be targeted to different audiences, even within the same application, by
having different categories of users with different passwords. In this case the category
could be described as initial setting, commissioning, or installer, as opposed to the day-today user of the utilization equipment. Separating the category of users has a similarity to
qualified personnel versus unqualified personnel.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-77
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-78
June 2022

Subdivision 750.30(C)(4)(1) to remove term “maximum” from “current setting” in Marking
second level subdivision. See Second Revision No. 8070
1. If a piece of equipment is delivering anything but the “maximum” current, it seems to us that
marking the “maximum” setting is an invitation for tampering so the user can achieve the
“maximum”. Not indicating the maximum reduces the temptation.
2. Leaving the term “current setting” potentially covers both the Amperes and Present Tense as
applicable. It is unclear otherwise if it was intended to represent the maximum permissible
setting presently, or the maximum ampere setting possible.
3. This section appears to be written assuming all EMS are a separate current monitor of a
combined circuit of controlled and uncontrolled loads, or sources, controlling to a single fixed
amperage, but the EMS envisioned in the under-development standard envision many types
such as those that are demand-responsive so that their target current is variable. Other systems
will control to a power level (kW) or another limit. So, allowing it to be interpreted as the
present setting simplifies compliance and offers flexibility.
4. For example, typical new electric vehicles can accept between 3.3 and 19.2 kW of charging on
typical AC “Level Two” EVSE, but most accept between 6.6 and 11.52 kW, so current EVSE
are suited to those rates. Therefore, if several EVSE are sharing capacity, and thus not
delivering the maximum a particular EV can accept, there is a risk users will want the
maximum speed their EV can accept. If they don’t know the maximum speed the EVSE can
deliver, they are less likely to wonder why they aren’t getting the maximum and seek to get
more. An individual EV can typically happily charge at any value between 1.2 kW and the

maximum of its onboard charging equipment (hence their ability to charge from a regular 120
V receptacle) and the EV draws only what the EVSE indicates it can provide which can change
several times in a charging session, such as in response to a utility demand response request or
time of use rate structure. A particular EV may never see the maximum the system is
capable of delivering.
5. The same principle applies to other Energy Management System, Load Management,
applications such as automatically dimming lighting – the lighting may never achieve peak
power, because it doesn’t need to. However, EV charging is an application where the user is
more likely to want full power, but others potentially include space cooling / air conditioning,
domestic hot water heating, escalators/elevators, etc.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-78
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-96
June 2022

Second level subdivision 750.30(C)(4)(2) to delete “calculation and” from “Date of Setting” in
Marking subdivision
1. The actual “calculation” may be ongoing, depending on the type of EMS system thus there
isn’t necessarily a calculation date that can be recorded.
2. For systems where a calculation is made, it is likely to be for the combined controlled and
uncontrolled portions of the circuit up to the limit of the shared overcurrent, feeder, or
service. As such a setting is made initially, but it’s not the only calculation so it’s
questionable to use the term calculation.
3. The value of the date of calculation is of questionable value – whereas the present setting is
valuable and if the setting changes occasionally it may be of some value to record the date of
setting change so it can be confirmed to be as anticipated later. However, it would seem to
be prudent to check the present setting rather than trusting the marking in all cases.

Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-96
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

Motion Substantiation
Certified Amending Motion 70-97
June 2022

Second level subdivision 750.30(C)(4)(2) to delete entire sentence “Date of calculation and
setting”
1. The term “date of calculation and setting” is unclear in terms of whether it should be two dates,
or one date and one setting. If a setting, it’s unclear what setting other than maximum current
setting recorded in item 1 (or “current setting” if motion 70-78 is approved). As noted in our
motions 70-96 and 70-78 the present setting, in amperes if appropriate (as opposed to kW, or
other value), is the most important value to record, as it would always be prudent to check the
setting rather than trusting the marking. The present setting and marking can be compared for
confirmation, but the date it was set is of limited value in our opinion if you should be
confirming it anyway.
2. Further to our prior motion 70-78, if our proposal to change item 1 to “Current setting” is
successful, and there is agreement that the date of calculation is not valuable (prior motion 7096), then we feel there is little need for the date of setting also since “Current setting” could be
either amperes or presently, or sufficiently vague to be interpreted as both, and the installer
will usually mark what is meaningful accordingly.
3. As we’ve stated in several other motions (70-74 through 70-78, and 70-96), the various types
of EMS, and Load Management, necessitate a degree of flexibility in markings.
4. These principles apply to EV charging, but also air conditioning, domestic hot water heating,
etc.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Cheong

Report of Code-Making Panel 13
Certified Amending Motions 70-97
June 2022

The Report of Code-Making Panel 13 is presented as found in the First Draft Report and
Second Draft Report for the Annual 2022 revision cycle of NFPA 70, National Electrical Code.
The revisions were submitted to letter ballot of the responsible Technical Committees and
Correlating Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA
Standards. The reports and ballot results can be found on the next edition tab of the Document
Information page for NFPA 70 at www.nfpa.org/doc#next.
2023 NEC CAMs to Section 750.30 Energy Management Systems
•

The consolidation of code requirements for EMS into Article 750 in the second draft was
based on public comments submitted by the Energy Management TG, which was formed by
the NEC Correlating Committee. This TG included a wide cross section of industry
stakeholders and members of CMP2, CMP4, CMP12, and CMP13.

•

This Task Group was charged with reviewing EMS terms and requirements to ensure a
coordinated approach throughout the Code without making technical changes or introducing
new material. This was the basis for each code making panel to approve revisions within
their articles and permit the relocation of requirements.

•

The relocation of requirements appeared as new changes in Article 750 based on this action,
which permitted the submission of CAMs to this section. This CAM should be opposed
because it introduces technical changes that were not introduced through the first and second
draft process and not reviewed by each of the impacted code making panels for input and
comment.

CMP-13 had 23 eligible voters, and the results were: 21 affirmative, 2 no response.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda J. Little
on behalf of NEC Code-Making Panel 13

